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A CASE STUDY OF THREE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS:
AN ANALYSIS FROM A BLACK PERSPECTIVE
(October 1972)
FLOYD H. MARTIN, JR.
B. S. - Central Connecticut State College, New Britain
M.S. - University of Hartford, Hartford, Connecticut
ABSTRACT
The primary thrust of this study involved a descriptive analysis of
three alternative schools: The Everywhere School, the Alternative Center for
Education, and Shanti, a Regional High School, all located in Hartford, Connecti-
cut. The study was designed to determine to what degree these schools met the
needs of their Black students and how these needs were affected by the existence
of white racism.
A case study approach from the perspective of a Black researcher was
used. The basic research techniques were interviews, personal observations
and experiences of the researcher, backed up by a review of literature on
racism in education, teacher characteristics, and expectations, curriculum
and Black community involvement.
The study was performed during the lirst year of operation of each
school (during the past three [1968-1971] years). This researcher was co-
director of the Alternative Center for Education, Administrative Consultant
to the Everywhere School and indirectly involved in the organization of
Shanti.
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The results of the study suggest that the three most important variables
needed for meeting the Black student's needs identified by the researcher are
increased numbers of Black students, similarity of life styles, and community
involvement. The study also generates a number of important implications.
These are that similarity in life style between staff and Black students increase
the probability of identifiability, interaction, and meeting Black students' needs;
a proportionate number of Black staff members will increase Black students'
feelings of pride and self worth, the ability to determine Black student needs
and the formulation and utilization of a curriculum relevant to Black students;
and that an increasing degree of Black community involvement in schools in
which there are Black students appears to increase the school's ability to meet
Black student needs, and, conversely, a decreasing degree of Black community
involvement in schools in which there are Black students appears to decrease the
school's ability to meet BlacV student needs. Limits to generalizability may
result from the study's dealing with only three alternative schools located in
one geographic section of the country; and that the study is an investigation for
a research question from the perspective of one Black researcher. Further
investigation from the Black perspective is welcomed in order to enhance the
validity of these findings.
-3 -
A major contribution of this study is the definition of needs of Black
students in these three schools. It represents an effort by Black Americans
to make the needs of Black students known. This researcher views the
availability of this type of data as crucial to both Black and white Americans
if we are to understand and meet the needs of the Black student.
(c) Fl03^d H. Martin, Jr, 1972
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Racism is both overt and covert.
It takes two closely related forms:
Individual whites acting against
Individual blacks, and acts by the
total white community against the
black community.
We call these individual racism
and institutional racism.
The first consists of overt acts
by individuals, which cause death,
injury or the violent destruction
of property.
This type can be recorded by
television cameras; it can
frequently be observed in the process
of commission. The second type
is less overt, far more subtle,
less identifiable in terms of
specific individuals committing
the acts.
But it is no less destructive of
human life.
The second type originates in the
operation of established and respected
forces in the society, and thus
receives far less
Condemnation than the first type.
Stokely Carmichael and Charles V. Hamilton
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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Introduction
The researcher's educational experiences have led to a belief that an
individual's life style and/or cultural background may contribute to his ability,
or inability, to meet Black student needs. Frequently, the researcher has •
observed situations in which teachers and administrators, with life styles
different from that of their Black students, have consistently been unable to
effectively communicate with, relate to, interact with, or teach Black students.
These experiences, and resultant belief that life styles influence teacher
effectiveness, have moved the researcher to formulate a number of Black
student needs. This study is a result of that effort.
Scope and [purpose of study
The study is concerned with an investigation of three schools. The areas
of investigation included: (1) composition of administrative staff, (2) composition
of teaching staff, (3) curriculum content, and (4) possible effects of community
involvement or control. The purpose of investigating these four areas is to
2examine the role each plays in determining a relevant educational program for
Black students. Specifically, the study attempts to determine the effects of the
presence or absence of Black administrators, Black teachers, and Black
community involvement on the curriculum content of three schools. The three
schools are:
1. The Alternative Center for Education - Hartford, Connecticut
2. Shanti (A regional high school) - Hartford, Connecticut
3. The Everywhere School (An alternative school) - Hartford,
Connecticut
Further, the project attempts to determine whether differences, or
similarities, in the cultural backgrounds and life styles of school staff and
Black students effected the staff's ability to meet the needs of Black students.
In addition, the research attempts to answer the following questions*.
Did these three alternative schools meet the needs
of their Black students as seen from this Black
researcher's perspective?
Were there any indications of the existence of white
racism in any of the three schools ?
These research questions will be studied through observation and interviews
conducted in all three schools. Rather than an m-depth, data analysis the study
will discuss the findings in detail with many specific references to observed
behavior in all three schools. This discursive method of looking at the data
was used in the hopes that the particular aura of each school would be preserved.
«
3This researcher feels that preserving the individuality and humaness of each
school is as, if not more, important than a strong statistical analysis which
indeed, gives less refutable findings but tends to ignore as well as lose the
individual flavor of each school as perceived by the staff, students and visitors,
in this case the researcher. Certainly an excellent follow-up of this study would
be a statistical analysis of the extent to whieh these sehools are meeting the
needs of the Black students. The two studies together would then form a
formidable evaluation for the schools' uses providing personal data as well as
complex statistical data.
This study was undertaken as a direct result of the difficulty encountered
by the Black team leaders of the Alternative Center for Education while attempting
toteach white Teaeher Corps interns how to relate to and effectively teach
inner city Black students. Due to this experience the researcher deeided to
investigate two other schools; Shanti and the EverJ'^vhere School. Shanti's
t
student population totals fifty
;
( fourteen of these students are Black, The school
staff is white.J^he Everyv'here School's student population totals two hundred
and fifty; one hundred and twenty-five of these students are Black, The school
staff is Black and Puerto Rican. The researcher attempted to contrast and
compare specific factors which might determine the school's ability to meet
Black student needs.
The study represents an effort:
1, To contrast and compare two alternative schools controlled
4and administered by Black Americans to determine
advantages or disadvantages in the process of educating
Black students;
2, To contrast and compare the process, and possible results,
of two of the schools in an effort to find implications for the
education of Black students in the areas of administrative
and teaching staff composition, curriculum content and
community involvement.
Operational definitions
1. White racism:
An attitude or a belief which allows an individual or a
group of people, without substantiated evidence, to
believe they are inherently superior to another individual
or group of people, and that they are, therefore, better
qualified than that individual or group of peof’e to determine
what is best for that person or those people.
2. Alternative school:
A school which is experimental in nature and is attempting
to become established as it finds innovative educational
directions which will meet the needs of its students.
3. Community people:
Those who may or may not have children in a
particulai
school but have a definite, concerned, and
real interest
5in the direction in which the school moves. In this study
the community people are all residents of Hartford,
Connectieut, who understand and support the Black
perspective.
4, Black perspective:
A perspective which is reached through contact with Black
people who have achieved psyehological release from the
chains of the white racism which exists in our society. It
is a perspective which clearly sees the teaching of the
cultural and ethnic heritage of Black people as tantamount
to a Blaek person achieving his or her grestest potential.
Black student needs
Weinstein and Fantini (1968) throughout their book, The Disadvantaged:
Challenge to Edueation
,
exhibit real concern for the quality of edueation for
Americans in general, Knovvles and Prewitt (1969) speak of the ’subedueation
of Black children" and the "miseducation of white children. " Carter G. Woodson
(1933) in, Miseducation of the Negro , cites numerous examples of the Black's
miseducation. This study is concerned with the needs of the Black students
who, if these people are to be believed, may well be the victims of miseducation.
Black students have many needs. Among them are the need for food,
clothing, shelter and education. However, education is the concern of
this
study which will consider the following ten specific Black student
needs in the
educational arena.
61. Black students need teachers and administrators who
believe in and expect Black students to learn.
Rist (1970) discovered that among teachers there is an idealized con-
ception of the characteristics needed by teachers in order for them to perform
successfully with their students. This perception is largely related to social
class. Secondly, his findings indicated that students received differential
treatment based on teacher perception of the traits deemed necessary for
success. Expectations of teachers and administrators are part of their cultural
class background. The Black student who does not possess characteristics similar
to the middle class teacher or administrators may not be seen as capable of learning.
2. Black students need teachers and administrators who
can relate to and are able to interact with Black students.
The clash of culturs in the classroom is essentially a class
war, a socioeconomic and racial warfare being waged on the
battleground of our schools, with middle class aspiring
teachers provided with a powerful arsenal of half truths,
prejudices and rationalizations, arrayed against hopelessly
outclassed working class youngers, (Clark, 1965, p. 1).
Teachers and administrators whose socioeconomic backgrounds are
different from that of their Black students may find relating to them a difficult
task, not because relating to Black students is a Herculean task but because the
mental and psychological conditioning of the teacher or administrator may prove
to be a block. Donald H. Smith (1966) has expressed this phenomena in
the
following manner, "experienced certified teachers already have
achieved a
degree of competency in subject matter areas. What many of them
lack, however
73, Black students need teachers and administrators with
whom Black students can derive feelings of pride and
self-worth.
Black examples are essential ingredients of a Black student’s learning -
process. Expectations evolve through example. Therefore, the need for Black
role models is essential to the Black student’s determination of his or her
expectations of self. Black students, through identification with Black role
\
models, can derive feelings of pride and self-worth. Black students see
themselves as the teacher or administrator. The result of Black staff members
is two-fold, in that it provides contact with a successful Black role model with
whom Black students can identify and, a positive influence on Black student
expectations.
4. Black students need Black teachers and Black
administrators who are able to and will communicate
Black student needs to white teachers and administrators.
The people who are making decisions about what and
how black children are to be taught, and how their
progress is to be evaluated, have little understanding
of black people and their culture. There are too few
black teachers, and black principals and superintendents
remain exceedingly rare, (Knowles and Prewitt, 1969, p. 31).
The lack of understanding of Black people and their culture by
those
alien to the Black communities emphasizes the need for Black
teachers and
administrators who are able and willing to communicate Black
student needs
8to white teachers and administrators. Communication between capable Black
school staff and white school staff may enable white teachers and administrators,
alien to Black student communities, to meet Black student needs. Carter
Woodson expressed his feelings about those who are alien to the Black
communities yet attempt to meet Black student needs in the following manner:
If the men who are to administer them and teach in
them are to be the products of roll-top desk theorists
who have never touched the life of the Negro, the money
thus invested will be just as profitably spent if it is
used to buy peanuts to throw at the animals in a circus,
(1933, p, 31).
Woodson was speaking specifically of those who attempt to teach teachers to
teach Black students. But whether one speaks of teachers who attempt to teach
others to teach Black students or teachers and administrators who work directly
with Black students, the fact remains the same: those who have no knowledge,
or very little knowledge, or understanding of Black culture, cannot meet Black
student needs. Therefore there is a need for communication.
5. Black students need Black teachers and administrators
in numbers directly proportionate to the number of
Black students in a school.
' At present, the number of Black teachers and administrators in the
school systems of the United States is nowhere near the proportionate number
of Black students in these schools. A possible result of this absence of Black
school staff may be seen in the inability of many schools attended by Black
9students to meet their needs. An increase in Black teachers and administrators
would enhance the ability of those schools to meet Black student needs. In a
school in which there are many Black students one or two Black staff members
can not do the job of a proportionate number of Black teachers and administrators.
Therefore, to facilitate communication among staff, to present Black students
with at least a proportionate number of observable Black role models, and
to enhance the ability of a school to meet Black student needs the staff of a
school should be composed of Black teachers and administrators proportionate
to the number of Black students in that school.
6. Black students need a Black and Black African Core
curriculum.
In an introduction to the Black Curriculum, (Walton, 1969), Wilcox
refers to a Black curriculum as:
A manual for how Black men function within white
controlled institutions. The Black Curriculum
embodies how Black people function and shows
that a person is part of the curriculum and not a
spectator as in the case with the white curriculum.
The Black man's relationship within the institution
is as much educational as the curriculum itself.
In addition to feeling part of an educational experience and not a
spectator to this experience. Black students are able to relate to experiences
and situations which are part of their cultural heritage. Role models whom
they can identify with are placed before them as an integral part of the Black
student's educational experience. In a Black curriculum Black cultural heritage
10
is taught as a normal part of the everyday learning situation. This Black
student need is met through a normal progression of Black and Black African
educational experiences.
7. Black students need a curriculum which utilizes Black
student experiences as a vehicle in attempting to reach
educational goals.
When instructing or teaching the method used is usually that of moving
from the known to the unknown. /This is the premise upon which this need is
based. The instructor who is capable of utilizing the experiences of his pupils
in attempting to reach educational goals may find it easier to reach that goal
than the instructor who does not possess this ability. If Black student
experiences are built into the curriculums, Black student learning rates should
improve. This increase in learning rate is due to at least two factors, an
increased ability to identify with the learning process and, the effort of the
instructor to think and teach in a manner relevant to Black students.
8. Black students need Black community involvement
in schools in which there are Black students.
Historically, the involvement or lack of involvement of a group of
people in the education of their young has played a significant role in determining
the type and degree of education received by those children. Black Americans
have not been involved in the education of their children to the extent necessary
to insure meeting Black student needs. Harry L. Miller and Roger R, Woock
11
(1970) express this absence of involvement;
Lack of job opportunities and inadequate schooling
have historically fostered apathy and a passive
community role among Blacks, However, their
recent overt expressions of dissatisfaction with the
school system indicates that many Blacks are changing
their roles to a significant level of activism.
Black community involvement in schools in which there are Black
students increases the school's ability to meet Black student needs. Black
community involvement increases the opportunity for communication between
those alien and those native to the Black community. The communication between
these two groups should promote greater understanding on the part of those
alien to a Black community enabling them to meet Black student demands. Black
community involvement on an administrative, teaching, or paraprofessional
level in schools in which there are Black students fosters pride and a growth
in the Black student's self perspective. This feeling of pride and growth in the
Black student's self-perspective is made possible through Blac^ student
identification with Black role models who reside in his immediate community.
These Black community people do not just come and go but, they are part of
his everyday world,
9. Black students need schools controlled by the Black
community.
The basic problem of the Black American is to gain
control over his destiny, and in recent years a
prospective solution has come into focus. Through
racial cohesiveness and self-development Black
people liberate themselves from racism and gain
equality and dignity, (Levin, 1970, p, 4),
12
This statement exemplifies the drive by the Black community to control
their destiny. The Black communities effort toward control is based on racism
which permeates the fiber of our educational system. The racist attitude of
white Americans has prevented white controlled and administered educational
institutions and some Black controlled and administered educational institutions
from meeting Black student needs. Levin continued;
Foremost in this drive is the quest to redirect
and reform those institutions that have failed
Black Americans or, worse, have inflicted injury
and further disadvantages on racial minorities
(Levin, 1970, p. 4).
The schools have become the first institutions to be challenged. Black
students, in many instances, have attended schools manned by individuals whose
culture and ethnic heritage is different from theirs. Yet, it is just this
difference that has contributed to the inability of the white American to meet
Black student needs. Although these schools are located, in many instances,
in the Black communities. Black community people have had little or no control
over the operation of these schools. Black communities are beginning to assert
themselves. They are saying to white America, "you have failed in your attempt
to educate our Black children. You have not been able to meet their needs. We,
the people of the Black communities, are going to run the schools located in our
immediate neighborhoods and involve ourselves on every level in schools in
which Black students attend. ”
13
10. Black students need a learning environment free
from white (institutional) racism.
I remember when I entered school, and I can
remember the little books "Sally and Jane," all
those in it, and all I would see would be white faces
in all my books, and I would see this glamorous
mother cooking, and my mother didn’t look like
that, and it seemed as if it was a white image and
by the time 1 was in the third grade, I was ready
to hang up the whole thing, (Neighborhood Youth
Corps, 1966).
This excerpt expresses the experience of just about every Black person
who has attended a white controlled or influenced educational institution. Racism
prevents the white American from seeing, much less meeting the needs of
Black students. Racism allows the white American to assume that:
1. Without studying the culture and heritage of the
Black student, white Americans are capable of
meeting Black student needs;
2. Black students, unlike white students, do not need
a curriculum that makes Black students participants
rather than observers of the educational process;
3. White Americans are meeting the educational needs
of Black students and therefore can and must continue
to control Black student's educational process.
14
No, no more than George Washington Carver and
his peanuts, I mean, that is true. You can count
the Negroes that we actually learn about. You can
hold what they told you about them in the palm of
your hand. He (Carver) took peanuts and made
cold cream and junk lilve that. They had an over-
flow of peanuts and didn't know what to do with
them.
. . I am sick of George Washington Carver
and his damn peanuts, (Neighborhood Youth Corps,
1966 ).
White racism continues to deny the Black student the opportunity to have his
educational needs met. The Bl^ick community must somehow remove the demon
of white racism. Jessie Jackson states it this way:
Black children, preyed upon psychologically,
destroyed spiritually and confined physically,
are victims of America's sickness bent upon
devastating all hoi'jes of innocent Black boys and
girls.
. .
A new order is going to reign in the
Black community. Whites who remain in the
ghetto schools will find it very hot. In fact,
white principals ir.ust go, Wliite glasiers must
go. White imagery must go, (1968, p. 10),
This research will assess whether or not these specific ten Black student
needs are being met in the three Hartford schools selected for study. The
success or failure of the schools in meeting each of these needs will be analyzed
and compared.
Study limitations
1. The study focuses on three alternative schools, located
in one geographic area of the country. In order to
15
further substantiate the findings, similar studies using
the same research techniques should be undertaken in
other parts of the United States.
2. The study involves the Livestigation of a limited number
of research questions.
3. The researcher's role of participant-observer in The
Alternative Center for Education and the Everywhere
School may tend to influence the findings.
4. The fact that The Alternative Center for Education and
Shanti are high schools as opposed to the Everywhere
School which is an elementary school provides an age
variable which might influence the student response
data, e. g. , elementary school children tend to be more
open and candid with their responses than higti school
children who tend to be more guarded.
Significance of the study
The significance of this study lies in the fact that it is an analysis from
a Black researcher's perspective. The study is an attempt by one Black
researcher to focus on and make known a number of specific Black student
needs. Secondly, the study attempts to point out what affect differences in the
life style or cultural background of school staff and Black students may have on
16
Black student education. Finally, the study adds to the numerous attempts by
Black educators to draw attention to and change the Black student's intolerable
educational situation.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF UTERATURE
Introduction
This study is concerned with Black students' educational needs. To
effectively meet these needs teachers and administrators must possess
expectations and characteristics which will enable them to effectively deal
with, relate to, and teach Black students. This review of literature will
attempt to reveal what some educators see as positive teacher traits which aid
teachers in better meeting these needs. Secondly, it will look at the need for
Black and Black African core curriculum, and the need for Black community
involvement or control of schools attended by Black students. Finally, the review
will include a section dealing with racism as it exists in the educational structure.
For the purposes of this review, and throughout the remainder of this
study, the ten Black student needs identified in the first chapter can be
categorized into four general areas. The largest number of needs are teacher
related and include the need for teachers and administrators who (1) believe in
and expect Black students to learn, (2) can relate to and are able to interact
with Black students, (3) can be identified with thus offering their Black students
a role model from which to derive feelings of pride and self-worth, (4) are able
18
to and will communicate Black student needs to white teachers and administrators,
and (5) are numerous enough to be directly proportionate to the number of Black
students in the school. A second category into which the proposed Black student
needs fall is curriculum related and includes the need for a Black and Black
African core curriculum and the need for a curriculum which utilizes Black
student experiences as a vehicle in attempting to reach educational goals.
Community involvement is the third area of needs and includes the need for
Black community involvement in schools in which there are Blaek students and
the need for schools to be controlled by the Black community. The fourth
category relates to racism and includes the Black student’s need for a learning
environment free from white institutional racism.
The review of the literature will be divided into the needs classifications
and will begin with the last category, racism, because of its all-pervasive
nature throughout the discussion of the rest of the needs. The discussion on
racism will be followed by a section on the literature related to fulfilling the
identified Black students' needs classified as teacher oriented. The teacher
oriented section will be divided into a section on the characteristics of the
effective teacher and a section on teacher expectations and their effect on
students. Also included will be a section on curriculum related needs and
community involvement.
19
Racism in education
1 I know now that the most damaging thing a people in a
\ colonial situation can do is to allow their children to
I
attend any educational facility organized by the
' dominant enemy culture, (Jackson, 1970, p, 12),
This was George Jackson's reaction to his continuous exposure to
encounters with white racism during his first ten years in the Catholic school
system. Many Blacks who have attended or examined the public school system
have had similar reactions.
In 1954, the Supreme Court decision upheld that "separate but equal"
was untenable in regards to the law of the land. Dual educational systems based
on race were ruled against. However, as documented in Equality of Educational
Opportunity (1966), and Racial Isolation in the Public Schools (1967) racial
segregation, as well as racial educational segregation, is still maintained.
One of the major Black students' educational problems has been, and
remains today, that of racial segregation. Separate and unequal educational
facilities were established for Black people from the time of the landing of the
first Black person in this country (Franklin, 1968), From the beginning
through-
out the entire slave era the education of Blacks, where it existed
at all, was
both separate and unequal, unequal being inferior, for reasons
that become
obvious when one considers the motives of the educators who
were also the
slaveholders, or at the very least were supported by
slaveowners. The slave-
holders' subjugation of slaves was predicated on the assumptions
that formal
20
education, which would open the eyes of the slaves to their conditions, might
spark insurrections (Romano, 1968).
However, lest anyone think the deplorable denial of education to the
Blacks was a Southern phenonemon only, a quick look at the plight of Blacks
who escaped to the North during slavery times will dispel that notion. Even
after the Civil War the lack of educational, as well as job opportunities for
Blacks both in the South and the North remained unchanged: segregated, unequal,
and inferior and, at times, non-existent. DuBois (1903) describes the victimization
of Black people and the quality of the education they were given
Driven from his birthright in the South by a
situation at which every fibre of his more
outspoken and assertive nature revolts, he
finds himself in a land where he can scarcely
earn a decent living amid the harsh competition
and the color discrimination, (DuBois, 1903,
p. 150).
Well into the twentieth century and during depression years the educational
facilities for Blacks remained generally unchanged from the days of slavery.
When attempts were made to offer quality and equal education to Blacks it was
not beneficial to him, either individually or racially (Woodson, 1933).
The "educated Negroes" have the attitude of contempt
toward their own people because in their own, as well
as in their mLxed schools, Negroes are taught to admire
the Hebrew, the Greek, the Latin and the Fenton and to
despise the African. Of the hundreds of Negro high
schools recently examined by an expert in the United
States Bureau of Education only eighteen offer a course
taking up the history of the Negro, and in most of the
Negro colleges and universities where the Negro is
21
thought of, the race is studied only as a problem
or dismissed as of little consequence (Woodson,
1933, p. 1).
The lack of quality of education offered Blacks both in separated and integrated
schools remained by and large intolerable well into the fifties and was perpetuated
mainly by the tracking system. Since the 178 years too late landmark Supreme
Court decision of 1954 the situation for Blacks has not markedly improved.
This fact is reflected in the realities of social and racial violence confronting
our nation today, which many theorists and researchers tell us are caused by
racial discrimination and ethnocentricity Moynihan and Glazier, 1963; Silberman,
1966, and Williams, 1964).
Our researchers tell that one important solution to racial strife is a
quality education which will bridge the gap between the races (Clark, 1966;
Green, 1969; Silberman, 1966 and Sexton, 1965). Yet there is a vicious and
still unbroken circle preventing just such a quality education from occurring.
When the education of minority groups, especially Blacks, is dependent upon
the general society through the state departments of education and the socio-
economic class of the community in which the schools are located (Dentler, 1967;
Raab, 1962; Silberman, 1964; and Williams, 1964), and these same societies
are influenced and affected by that same educational system (Billingsley, 1969;
Clark, 1965, and Sexton, 1966) the perpetuation of the deplorable polarization
between educational offerings based on race seems unlhcely to change unless a
22
new approach to education is developed. This study hopes to open some doors
for changing the situation by identifying Black students needs and examining
whether or not they are being met.
As mentioned above the immediate locality of a school will affect the
educational offerings of the institution Generally speaking educational decisions
are influenced by the policital climate of a particular city or community.
Pursull, Hillson, and Cardasio (1969) articulate how conflicts and political
crises existing in cities influence inner city communities and consequently
their schools. Many problems are encountered through new programs which
bring about educational change and the subsequent impact upon the shift of power
from central administration to local community control (Rogers, 1969; Gittel,
1967; and Gittel and Hevesi, 1970). Yet, as Smith (1969) maintains,
the Black
revolution has reached the stage of Black people’s demanding decision making
power and subsequent control over their educational situation,
Wliatever may
happen in the future the situation continues to be that of
discrimination,
segregation and indifference.
The public schools in America's urban ghettos
also reflect the oppressive damage of racial
exclusion. School segregation in the South had,
for generations, been supported by law; in the
North segregation has been supported by
community custom and indifference, (Clark, 1965,
p. 111).
In summary the literature shows that a major problem
hindering quality
education of Blacks today as well as historically
is racism. The causes of
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racism are complex and the damage to its victims extensive and permanent.
Teacher characteristics
It is a well accepted fact that some teachers are more effective than
others. With this in mind much educational research over the past four or five
decades has probed into the characteristics of successful teachers which
distinguish them from their less effective colleagues. Although much of this
probing has not distinguished between the social economic standing or race of
either the students or the teachers under scrutiny the findings are of importance
to this paper in determining if specifically Black student needs are being met in
the three schools considered. Assuming that more effective teachers better
satisfy student needs than non-effective teachers and assuming that the
characteristics of effective teachers will hold true for teachers of Black students
this review of the literature will summarize some of the findings of educational
researchers who have identified the character traits of effective teachers.
Friendliness and warmth are two teacher characteristics which students'
value according to many researchers (Aspy, 1965; Gage, 1966; Ryans, 1960;
Tatum and Tarnax, 1966). In an older study Jenkins and Lippitt (1951) not only
confirmed the need for warmth and friendliness but also found that power and
control are a constant aspect of the teacher pupil relationship. In examining
the relationship between empathy, warmth and genuiness with student reading
achievement Aspy (1965) found data indicating that students working with teachers
ranking highest in empathy, warmth and genuiness had significantly greater
achievement than students working with teachers low in these variables. Further,
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Tatum and Tarnax (1966) compared the level of teacher warmth, empathy and
genuiness with changes in children's performance and found that the degree of
warmth and empathy was significantly related to positive change in a students'
performance and social adjustment. Gage (1966) found five teachers traits,
warmth, cognitive organization, orderliness, indirectness, and ability to solve
instructional problems, that correlated at a significant level with positive results
in teaching. On the other hand in an investigation of psychological and social
factors that might influence teacher effectiveness Brookover (1954) found
indications that teachers who allow their relationship with students to become
too personal were least effective as teachers. Solving this possible problem
Johnson (1935) found directive, positive, approving verbal communication with
students engendered a larger degree of compliance to directions and requests
by learners, than non-specific, reproving and negatwe requests or directions.
Seemingly, therefore, warmth, friendliness, approval and a general positive
^ attitude toward the students should not overflow into the teacher's or students'
personal life but should exist in the somewhat formalistic atmosphere of the
classroom.
Many educators have offered suggestions and comments toward effective
classroom teaching, Anderson (1946) and his co-workers examined the effects
of teacher classroom behavior on the students he taught. He reported that
teacher classroom behaviors and personality influenced the behavior of the
children. The use of dominative techniques produced antagonistic and aggressive
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behaviors which were directed toward both the pupils' peers and teachers.
Teachers using socially integrative behaviors appeared to engender cooperative,
friendly, and self-directive behaviors in their pupils. Tanner (1967) and
McGoech (1965), Weinstein and Fantini (1969), Ornstein (1969), and Reissman
(1962) suggest that effective clear communications must occur for positive
classroom effectiveness. Snider (1965) suggests that organization engenders
an atmosphere of security for children, while Kornberg (1963) and Haubrich
(1965) maintain that consistency and good rules must be incorporated into
classroom routine. Teachers who are capable of combining structure, rules,
challenge and organization will be more effective than those who don't,suggest
Reissman (1962) and Gordon (1965), Reissman goes further to maintain that
teachers described as strict as well as structured will have greater success and
be more effective than teachers described as permissive. He further asserts
that teachers must believe in and regard students as successful. This last
assertion is confirmed by Rosenthal and Jacobsen (1965) and Goldberg (1964).
McRae (1965) indicates that immediate reward through short term learning
experiences will give students a greater feeling of success.
This perfunctory listing of the findings of researchers on the character-
istics of successful classroom management certainly evokes an image of the
effective teacher as a well-organized, direct individual who makes it clear to
students exactly what is expected of them in classroom activities and who does
so in a positive way offering approval and reward for compliance with desired
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behavior ejq)ectations. Lest some believe that the teacher described here
would destroy or hinder the students' creativity Englemann and Berieter (1966)
found that creativity in children is not destroyed by an authoritarian structured
approach to teaching. On the other hand this finding has been somewhat
challenged by the findings of Denny (1969) who found that high levels of control
and organization by teachers reduces creativity. Although creativity is not a
major concern of this study it seems proper to offer the conflicting evidence that
the characteristics which may rnake a teacher effective in classroom management
and desireable to her students are the very characteristics which may stifle their
creativity. Thus the organizational and directive traits of the teachers may
need to be further examined and possibly more specifically defined if creativity
is an educational goal in a school seeking to meet Black student needs.
Of particular interest to this paper is the inter-relationship between
successful teachers and the so-called disadvantaged youngster. Teachers of
disadvantaged students tend to impose their will upon pupils when organizing
classroom procedure reports Wayson (1966), Washburne (1962) pictured a self-
controlling teacher as one who was concerned with discipline, order, and
organization and noted that this type of teacher is effective with pupils described
as hostile toward school. Not only are teachers of this general type effective
they are also preferred by disadvantaged youngsters according to Wayson (1966),
J. G. Goldberg (1968) and Yee (1968) who, respectively describing students as
disadvantaged, opposers or wavers, and lower class, maintain that authoritarian
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teachers are viewed favorably by their students.
In his review of the social sciences approaeh to the education of Black
youngsters Clark (1964) suggests that much of the reasoning is based on faulty
assumptions such as the belief that the performance of "disadvantaged" students
in the classroom is influenced by an absence of educational stimulation in the
home, the belief that "disadvantaged" students should not aspire to upper echelon
positions, and "disadvantaged" students bring certain problems into the classroom
which interfere with the educational p rocess. Clark maintains that these
assumptions reflect ignorance and prejudice and perpetuate the existence of
inferior education for "disadvantaged" students regardless of whether the student
is racially different or lower socio-economically.
The subject of teacher behavior in the minority classroom has been
prominant in the minds of many educational researchers who have offered helpful
suggestions for better meeting the needs of the students. Torrance (1966) and
Tanner (1967) maintain that low income childrens’ teachers should have the ability
to adjust to unexpected and new situations, be flexible and adaptable (Inman, 1968;
Cheyney, 1966; Weinstein and Fantini, 1969); and must be capable of coping with
frustration and stress (Goldberg, 1964 and Haubrich, 1965). Crow (1966),
Reissman (1962) and Kisman assert that such teachers must learn how to control
themselves when confronted with deviant behavior which should not be interpreted
personally (Scott, 1967), In addition three researchers Levine (1968), McGoech
(1965) and Cheyney (1966) suggest that teachers of the disadvantaged should have a
sense of humor.
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In summary the literature states that effective teachers are in control
of themselves and the classroom, are well organized and directive. Teachers
successful with minority students appear to be authoritative yet flexible, that
is able to cope with unusual and unexpected situations.
Teacher expectations
The foregoing section considered the characteristics of effective teachers
this section will look specifically at teachers' expectations, especially their
expectations of minority and so-called low ability students. As much as Black
students need teachers effective in the classroom they need teachers who see
them as both willing and able to learn and who, therefore, have high expectations
of them. The effects of the teachers' beliefs, values, expectations and attitudes
on student achievement have been the concern of many studies.
Teachers with inflexible expectations of poor achievement for students in
low ability tracks tend to support the self-fufilling prophecy, according to
Jacobsen and Rosenthal (1968). The data collected in this study supported the
hypothesis that expectations of authority figures concerning the behavior of those
whom they control, significantly influenced the latter's behavior.
One of the first to express the belief that teachers' expectations of
student performance promoted a seK-fulfilling prophecy was Kenneth Clark
(1963). He found this phenomena especially problematical in inner city schools
staffed by middle class teachers.
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A key component of the deprivation which afflicts
ghetto children is that generally their teachers do
.
not expect them to learn and that they have adopted
as their concept of their function custodial care and
discipline. Accordingly, the motivational problems
of the children will be solved when teachers can be
motivated to teach effectively - that is, to set high
standards of scholastic performance and to provide
good instruction combined with emotional acceptance
and support (Clark, 1965, p. 132).
The first part of Clark’s statement that teachers do not expect ghetto children
to learn was supported by the Haryou Study (1964) which found indications that
white middle class teachers tend to misinterpret minority students as well as
underestimate their ability. Clark asserts that "the issue of the class origin
and outlook of teachers revolves around the question of the ability of teachers
to understand and identify with pupiles (p, 224). However the notion that faulty
communication between students and teachers is simply a result of class
differences has been challenged by Leacock (1969),
The school is, in fact, not presenting 'middle-class'
values to working class children unless this is
interpreted to refer specifically to the 'middle-class'
views of the teacher toward 'lower-class' children
whose role in society is seen as restricted. In
other words, the school is conveying a middle-class
image of how working class children are and how they
should be - an image which emphasizes obedience,
respect and conscientiousness as desirable, rather
than ability, responsibility, and initiative, and which
expects deviance to be unruliness with regard to
behavior and apathy with regard to curriculum. It
is our further contention that through projection of
this image upon the children, teachers help perpetuate
the very behavior they decry, (p, 181),
Nevertheless other research has confirmed that socio-economic class standing
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does indeed influence perceptions. For example Wilkerson and Gordon (1966)
tell us teacher attitudes toward low income students are perceived through middle
class standards of student expectation and behavior.
Going farther than merely looking at the facts of teachers' poor
expectations of their low ability students which are fulfilled by subsequent poor
achievement by these students we can find some hope of alleviating the situation
by heeding some specific classroom advice. All children, no matter what their
lineage, learn through experiences which they know and bring to school
(Fantini and Weinstein, 1969)
.
,If teachers develop the skill to use children's
ideas in order to speak, react and thinlc in the students' language a great step
towards breaking the self-fulfilling prophecy of poor expectations/poor achieve-
ment will have been taken (Buford, 1965 and Haverman, 1966).
Black role models, too, may provide a solution to the need Black students
have for teachers who will expect them to learn. The teacher, among other
figures, becomes a role model for growing youngsters and a Black identity figure
for Black children may also provide the motivation needed for some children to
strive for high achievement thus interrupting the self-fulfilling prophecy.
Newton expresses this need in the following manner:
Adults outside of the home may be identifying figures,
too. Teachers, recreation leaders, and those close
relatives with whom the child frequently intermingles,
as well as intimates and constant playmates all may
be categorized as "secondary identifying figures.
"
In a hierarchy of prepotency, these secondary identifying
figures influence the development of the child's concept
of self almost as much as the primary figures. In
fact as earl}’’ and middle childhood years wane, the role
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of the secondary identifying figures customarily
increase in importance, and for many children
quickly exceeds that of the primary ones.
In summary the research indicates that teacher expectations are a self-
fulfilling prophecy and that low expectations result in low achievement. It is felt
Black teachers may expect more of Black students thus raising the student's
achievement.
Curriculum
The third category of proposed Black student needs are curriculum
related and include the need for a Black and Black African core curriculum and
the need for a curriculum which utilizes Black student experiences as a vehicle
in attempting to reach educational goals. Further, in the last two sections of
this review has been mentioned the need for Black role models for Black students.
Although largely a teacher related need> curriculum can and should satisfy it.
While direct personal influence of the childs primary
and secondary identifying figures is paramount in the
formation of self-concept, it has been long appreciated
that models in literature may make a positive contri-
bution. The child's wishes, dreams or desires may be
gratified through putting himself in the model's shoes
where he may find the role satisfying and fulfilling to
his needs, (Newton, 1969, p. 259).
Certainly curriculum should serve the needs of the student first and the needs of
the greater society second. The need for a relevant curriculum for Black
students is the focal point of a controversy among many educators. This review,
taking the viewpoint that such a curriculum is desireable, will attempt to clarify
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some of the objectives of a curriculum composed to meet Black student needs.
However before specifically looking at Black curriculum needs, a justification
for any curriculum and the need to offer various curriculi to various groups will
be touched upon.
In a cogent and convincing rationale for book oriented curriculum, Newton
(1969) comments on what a reading schedule should do for a student.
For the educator, in its highest level of conception,
blbliotherapy is guided reading which takes the learner
beyond literal comprehension to discovery through
identification of new and personal values. At this level
of reading comprehension the learner approaches Rogers
conceptionalization of "pervasive learning" - learning
what affects the individuals present and future behavior,
his attitudes, and his personality. This is the kind of
learning in which there is a change in self in the direction
of self-enhancement (p. 258).
However, several educators warn that curricular and reading offerings
must be styled to meet the specific needs of specific groups. Coleman (1966)
emphasizes the importance sociological variables play in learning in the public
schools in which students from a broad range of family backgrounds are served.
Marger (1962) stresses the importance of gearing instructional objectives
towards perceived needs found in observable student behavior. Sullivan (1963)
stresses the importance of metacultural analysis of culture-change theories in
the context of curriculum planning. Fantini and Weinstein (1967) suggest that
irrelevance in the education of the disadvantaged student is caused if;
(1) "teaching procedures and learning styles don't match"; (2) :
"presented
material is not easily related to the learner’s knowledge of expeiience ,
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(3) "content and method ignore the learner's feelings about his experiences";
and (4) "the concerns of the learner are ignored. "
Given these two arguments, that curriculum does indeed effect students
and curriculum and teaching styles are best formulated with their recipients in
mind, we can easily turn to the matter of special curriculum for Black
students. Many educators have stressed the need for Black studies programs
of various sorts including Black history and Afro-American studies (Bahlke,
1971; Banfield, 1968; Brown, 1969; Brown 1969; Drimmer, 1969 and Williams,
1970). Various of these researchers advocate different approaches to the
Black curriculum. For example, Drimmer suggests both Black and white
students be included in the Black studies history courses to be taught by Black
instructors; Banfield urges that an African emphasis be placed on the courses;
Bahlke stresses the study of Black biographies which he sees as providing
role models for Black children; and Williams who feels strongly the need for
Afro-American studies has prepared a curriculum guide for such a course.
However all would seem agreed that there is a need to correct false historical
generalizations and stereotypes of minorities existing, and perpetuated by
present curriculi, in this country today (Williams, 1970).
The effects of a Black studies curriculum and the utilization of Black
experiences in the regular curriculum would seemingly contribute towards
fulfilling Black children's needs for strong feelings of identity, pride, and self-
worth. With one study finding data that Black children are more race conscious
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than white (Bahlke, 1971) it is important to note that research (Ruth, 1969)
has indicated that Black studies programs are effective in increasing Black or
racial pride and developing a positive self-<;oncept.
Howell (1961-1964) did a study that showed that educators must respond
in a significant manner to Black Muslim pleas for identity and recognition. The
response must be that of a new and higher consciousness level of concern for
Black students under the authority of the public schools. That this is not such
a simple matter is pointed up by Newton (1969) who provides additional insight into
the role of curriculum for Black students.
The teacher of Afro-American children is
called upon today to decide which models
in literature possessing which societal values
shall the students be encouraged to emulate in
the realization of which educational goals for
living in which world-integrated or separated
(p. 259).
Witliin the framework of the schools’ objectives, the teacher of Afro-
American children must plan and execute Ne^vton’s bibliotherapy program
through (1) selecting and utilizing appropriate guidelines for matching children
and books (2) establishing criteria for book selection, and (3) developing
guided reading activities which insure maximum literary identification for
Black students.
In summary the literature indicates curriculum should be developed for
each specific population need. That is, the needs of the student body should
determine the curriculum. It was also found that reading matter could affect
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a child's self-image and should therefore be chosen with the specific classroom
needs in mind.
Black community involvement
The fourth category of proposed Black student needs are community
related and include the need for Black community involvement in schools in
which there are Black students and the need for schools to be controlled by the
Black community when they are situated within an all or predominantly Black
locality. The need for Black community participation in schools attended by
Black students has been expressed by educators in several different ways.
Fox (1969) asserts that, "Citizen participation policy is a tool by which
federal officials can (1) include the excluded, (2) subsidize the exploited, and
(3) provide training and technical assistance for those who do not know how
power is continually fragmented and rearranged in our society. " These
benefits of community involvement are echoed by Will^ins and Passett (1968)
and Cahn and Cahn (1960) who maintain that citizen participation in decision
making processes which significantly affect the implementation of compre-
hensive community programs as well as comprehensive planning would enable
minority groups to control their own affairs.
The community school movement derives from the failure of the schools
in dealing with the poor, particularly Black children, rather than the general
crisis of effectiveness of the schools (Fein, 1966). It is felt that community
school movements help oppressed, particularly Blac^, people to (1)
"develop
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the power and strategies to affect the educational destinies of their children,”
(2) assert to the white establishment the power that Black and poor parents
Intend to have over the education of their children is as agreat as the influence
that white parents exert over the education of their children, ” and (3) ’’demon-
strate that they have the courage and the talent to organize and conduct a social
change movement” (Thomas and Burgin, 1971). Howe (1968), noting that the
people of the ghetto, the powerless and the poor, are demanding involvement
in our schools further asserts that community, teacher, parent, and student
involvement cannot be achieved unless there is some transfer of power and
a shift in the control of funds.
Detroit’s Inner City Parents Council sums up the need for community
organization and participation by expressing its need as follows:
We propose that all administrative vacancies
(counselors, department heads, supervisors,
assistant principals, administrative assistants,
assistant superintendents and field executives)
be filled with Afro-Americans until such positions
have been filled with Afro-Americans in proportions
to the number of Afro-American children and young
people in the Detroit school population.
In summary the research agrees that community participation at all
levels is desireable.
Summary
This chapter has looked at the existing literature which related to the
l
four categories of Black student needs to be studied in this paper. These need
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categories include the need for teachers who believe in and expect Black students
to learn, teachers who can be role models for Black students and can relate to
and interact with them, teachers in proportion to the Black student population,
and teachers who will communicate the Black student needs to white teachers.
Other categories are curriculum related and voice the need for Black studies
curriculum as well as the utilization of the Black experience in general
curriculum, community related voicing the nedd for community involvement
and control and racism related voicing the need to abolish institutional racism.
In the next chapter will be presented the procedures used to study the degree
of fulfillment of the identified Black student needs in the three Hartford
schools mentioned in Chapter I and to be described in detail in Qiapter IV.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Introduction
This study is an investigation of whether specific Black student's needs
are being met in three alternative schools. In addition the researcher hopes to
use the above data to provide implications of the existence or non-existence of
white racism in these schools. This chapter will describe the population,
research instruments which were an observation and an interview schedule,
and the procedures of administering the instruments and collecting the data.
Population
The subjects for this study were the following:
lo The Everywhere School, Hartford, Connecticut (an
alternative school serving grades K-4).
a. Entire school staff - 19
b* 10 Black community people
(1) 5 male - 5 female
c. 10 Black students ages 6 to 8
(1) 5 girls and 5 boys
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2. Shanti, Hartford, Connecticut (a Regional High School
serving grades 9-12).
a. Entire school staff - 4
b. 10 Black community people
(1) 5 male - 5 female
c. 10 Black students ages 14 to 18
(1) 5 girls - 5 boys
3. The Alternative Center for Education, Hartford,
Connecticut (An alternative school serving grades 9-12),
a. Entire school staff - 14
b. 10 Black community people
(1) 5 male - 5 female
c. 10 Black students ages 14 to 18
(1) 5 girls and 5 boys
The procedure used for this study consisted of interviewing each Black
student upon initial encounter which was achieved by the researcher's walking
about the schools interviewing the first five Black boys and the first five Black
girls he came upon. The Black student observation procedures were per-
formed while classes were in and out of session. The researcher was free
to walk about all three schools at will as he carried out both the interviews
and observations.
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Investigation design
On-site observation, interviews and a review of literature (contained
in Chapter II) were used in an attempt to determine whether Black students
needs were being met. Secondly, this study attempted to determine the
existence and extent of white racism in the three schools. The determination
of the existence or non-existence and the extent of white racism was based on
the researcher’s definition of racism and the efforts of the schools’ staffs to
meet Black student needs.
Data collection procedure
This study was performed during the first year of operation of each
school. For the Alternative Center for Education it was the year 1969-1970,
for Shanti it was 1971-1972 and for the Everywhere School it w'as 1969-1970.
This researcher constructed the interview and observation instruments
used in this study. The interviews and observations were performed by this
researcher. Observations were made only during the months of September,
March and April. Each observation was two hours in length on each of two
consecutive days. At least one staff meeting involving the Black community was
observed during the latter part of the second half of the school year for each
site. In addition, the researcher made at least six additional visits to each
school to gather data. These visits provided the researcher with an opportunity
to engage in informal conversations with staff and students. These conversations
provided the researcher with further insight into the operation of these schools.
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An Initial interview with the director of each school was performed in September.
A follow-up interview with each director, utilizing the same questions, was
performed in April.
.
Interviews of the staff. Black students, and Black com-
munity people of each school were also performed in April. Staff and student
interviews were performed at the school. Black community interviews were
performed in the homes or on the streets of the Black community.
The interview schedules asked direct questions with direct answers
expected. This researcher assumes the answers to be honest expressions of the
interviewee’s opinions. Certainly opinions carry with them certain kinds of
expectations which influence the general levels of achievement for children
(Rosenthal and Jacobson, 1968). Thus conclusions can be drawn from self-
report questions as to whether or not certain staff members are qualified to be
working with Black children or are meeting their needs. An interesting follow-
up study could be performed using an experimental or correlational design to
see how the findings using those statistical methods compared with the findings
of this more personal self-report method.
Instruments
The instruments used were interview and observation schedules. The
interview schedule consisted of the following questions:
I. Director of School
A. What is your total student enrollment?
B. What is the composition of the student body?
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C. How many Black students are enrolled in this school?
D. What is your total staff number ?
E. How many Black teachers and administrators?
F. Does the curriculum contain any course offerings pertaining
to the Black perspective (Black history, Black literature,
African history, African art, African language, African
dance, etc. ) ?
G. Is there comjnunity control or involvement in this school?
H. Who funds the school?
I. Does the funding have any significance in the control of
the school?
J. Wliat type of cultural enrichment programs does your
school involve itself in?
K. Do Black students present problems that you find difficult
to deal with?
L. What is your educational background?
M. How do the Black and white students of this school
compare academically?
II. Teachers
A. What is the average size of your classes?
B. How many Black students are in your classes ?
C. Is your background similar to your students ?
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D. Do you find it difficult to teach Black students ?
E. What is your educational background?
F. How does the director of the school relate to your Black
students ?
III.
IV.
G. How dp Black and white students of your classes compare
academically ?
Black Students
A. How do you like the school?
B. How do you like your teachers ?
C. Are any Black courses being taught?
D. Do you think any Black courses should be taught?
E. Are there any Black teachers in your school?
F. Do you need Black teachers in your school?
G. How do you lilce your director ?
H. Are you going to school here next year?
Black Community People
A. How do 3^ou like the school?
B. Do you ever get a chance to visit?
C. What do you thinly about Black History being taught in
the school?
D. Any Blacks teachers in the school?
The objective of many of the interview questions may not be clear to the
reader. The following discussion should clarify those objectives and any
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questions the reader may have concerning them.
”Is there community control or involvement in this school?'* This
question's objecUve was to determine the extent of Black community involvement
in the school.
’’Who funds the school?” "Does funding have any significance in the
control of the school?” The objective of these questions was to determme
whether there was a difference in allocation of student funds among the schools.
Discovering the significance of this difference and the determination of who
actually controls the schools were also objectives.
"What type of cultural enrichment program does your school involve it-
self in?” The objective of this question was to determine whether the school
provided cultural enrichment programs which met the needs of Black students
,
such programs as Black theater, Black art, Black or African music, and so on.
"Do you have difficulty relating to Black students?” "Do Black students
cause problems that you find difficult to deal with?” "What is your educational
background?” 'Is your background similar to your students ?" Data from these
questions should provide some implications as to how cultural backgroimds may
have affected perception and interaction with Black students. (In this study, the
term cultural background refers specifically to an individual’s life style.)
"How do you like the school?” "How do you like your teachers ?” "How
do you like your director?" "Are you going to school here next year?" The
objective of these questions was to attempt to determine how well the students
were relating to the staff.
"Are there any Black teachers in your school?" "Do you need Black
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teachers in your school?” The objective of these questions was to determine
how strongly the students felt about the absence or presence of Black teachers
in their school.
"How do you like the school?” "Do you ever get a chance to visit ?”
The objective of these questions was to determine the relationship between Black
community people and school staff and to determine the degree of Black community
involvement in the school.
"What do you think about Black History being taught in the school?"
"How many Black teachers are in the school?" The objectives of these questions
was to determine how these Black community people felt about the school’s
curriculum and the basence or presence of Black staff. Follow up questions were
utilized by the researcher to determine pinpoint community feelings about
curriculum and staffing.
In order to insure a consistency in the various observations an observa-
tion schedule was devised which would seek our specific behavior characteristics.
The observation schedule looked for;
I. Staff Relating to Black Students
A. Language used by staff
1, Is the language an idiom that Black students understand
and readily relate to ?
a. Are Black students continually asking the teacher or
administrator to explain himself?
2. Are terms used in the Black community used by the
teacher or administrator when in the presence of Black
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3. Does the teacher or administrator use the language
of the Black students and their community as a vehicle
In reaching educational goals ?
B. Gestures used by staff
1.
Are gestures familiar to Black students used when
attempting to relate to Black students ? (Black hand
shake, Black power sign, general manner of greeting
Black people, etc.
)
C. Common experiences of Staff and Students
1. Does the teacher or administrator use experiences
common to the Black students and their community
in attempting to reach educational goals?
2. Does the teacher or administrator use experiences
common to the Black students and their community
in attempting to relate to Black students ?
II. Students relating to staff
A. Did the Black students:
1. Greet staff when entering school or class ?
2. Joke with the staff?
3. Ask for help or direction from the staff?
4. Participate in activities or plan for events
with other
students and staff?
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5. Speak out readily in class?
6. Cluster in groups by themselves ?
III. Black Community people involved in educational roles in the
School. (Teacher, paraprofessional, tutor, volunteer helper.
)
A. Were there any Black community people serving as:
1. Teachers in the school?
2. Paraprofessionals in the school?
3. Tutors in the school?
4. Volunteer helpers in the school?
B. Were Black community people observed serving any role
or function in these schools ?
To further clarify the intent of the interview and observation schedules
the following listing of Black students’ needs, as determined in Chapter I, of
this paper, along with the items designed to determine whether the need was
met is included here. However, it should be noted that items designed to
determine whether or not one need was being met often contributed information
used in the determination of the meeting of another need.
Need 1: Black students need teachers and administrators who believe in and
expect Black students to learn.
Question - director and teachers:
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B. Observation:
1.
Are Black students continually asking the teacher or
administrator to explain himself? (responses of teacher
or administrator)
Black students need teachers and administrators who can relate
to and are able to interact with Black students,
A. Question - director and teachers:
1. Do you have difficulty relating to Black students ?
2. Do Black students cause problems you find difficult
to deal with ?
B. Question - Black students:
1. How do you lilce your teacher?
2. How do you like your director?
C. Question - Black commimity people:
1. How do you like the school ?
D. Observation:
1. Is the language an idiom that Black students understand
and readily relate to ?
2. Are Black students continually asking the teacher or
administrator to explain himself?
3. Are the terms used in the Black community used by the
teacher or administrator when in the presence of Black
students? (rip it off, run it down, soul brother, etc,
)
4. Did the Black students greet staff when entering school
or class; joke with the staff; ask for help or direction
from the staff; or participate in activities or plan for
events with other students and staff?
5. Does the teacher or administrator use experiences
common to the Black students and their commimity in
attempting to relate to Black students?
6. Are gestures familiar to Black students used when
attempting to relate to Black students (Black hand shake.
Black pow’er sign, general manner of greeting Black people)?
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Need_3: Black students need teachers and administrators with whom Black
students can identify and derive feelings of pride and self-worth.
A. Question - director:
1. How many Black teachers and administrators (in your school) ?
B. Question - Students:
1. Are there any Black teachers in your school ?
C. Question - Black community people:
1. Any Black teachers in the school?
D. Observation:
1, Were there any Black community people serving as:
teachers in the school; paraprofessionals in the school;
tutors in the school; or volunteer helpers in the school?
2, Were Black community people observed serving any role
or function in these schools ?
Need 4 : Black students need teachers and administrators who are able to and
will communicate Black student needs to white teachers and administrators.
A. Question - director:
1. How many Black teachers and administrators ?
B. Observation:
1. Were there any Black community people serving any role
or function in these schools ?
Need 5 : Black students need Black teachers and administrators directly
proportionate to the number of Black students in a school.
The determination of the relevance of this need for these schools was
based upon observable staff student relationship, degree of Black community
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involvement in these schools, and the ability of the school to provide role models
and a curriculum which would meet Black student needs.
. A. Question - director:
1. How many Black students are enrolled in this school?
2. How many Black teachers and administrators (in this school)?
3. What is your total staff number?
B. Question - Black students:
1. Do you need Black teachers in your school?
C. Question - Black community people:
1. Any Black teachers in the school ?
D. Observation - teachers and Black community people:
1. Were Black community people obseiwed serving any role
or function in these schools ?
Need 6 : Black students need a Black and African core curriculum.
A. Question - director:
1. Does the curriculum contain any course offerings pertaining
to the Black perspective (Black History, Black Literature,
African Art, African Language, African Dance, etc.)?
B. Question - students
:
1. Are there any Black courses being taught?
2. Do you think any Black courses should be taught?
C. Question - Black community people:
1. What do you think about Black History being taught in the
school
?
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Need 7 ; Black students need a curriculum which utilizes Black student
experiences as a vehicle in attempting to reach educational goals.
A. Question - teachers and director:
1. Does the curriculum contain any course offerings pertaining
to the Black perspective (Black History, Black Literature,
African History, African Art, African Language, African
Dance
,
etc
, ) ?
2. What type of cultural enrichment program does your school
involve itself in ?
3. What is your educational background?
4. Is your background similar to your students ?
B. Observation - teachers and director:
1, Is the language an idiom that Black students understand
and readily relate to ?
2, Are terms used in the Black community used by the
teacher or administrator when in the presence of Black
students? (rip it off, run it down, soul brother, etc.)
3, Docs the teacher or administrator use experiences common
to the Black community in attempting to reach educational
goals ?
Need 8 : Black students need Black community involvement in schools in which
there are Black students,
A. Question - teachers and director:
1. Is there community control or involvement in this school?
Who funds the school ?
2. Does funding have any significance in the control of the
school
?
B. Question - Black community people:
1. Do you ever get a chance to visit (the school) ?
2. How do you lil^e the school?
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C. Observation:
^
Were there any Black community people serving as teachers
in the sehool, paraprofessionals in the school, tutors in the
school, volunteer helpers in the school?
2, Were Black community people observed serving any role or
function in these schools ?
Need 9 : Black students need schools controlled by the Black community.
In an effort to determine the validity of this need the researeher attempted
to assess each school's ability to meet this study's Black student needs.
Specifically, the researcher atiempted to determine the nature of the relation-
phip between Black community involvement or eontrol of a school and meeting
Black student needs. Therefore, a contrast and comparison of the ability of the
three schools to meet Black student needs was undertaken.
Need 10 : Black students need a learning environment free from white
(institutional) racism.
An assessment of the effort exerted by each school to meet this study's
Black student needs was one tool used in a determination of racism's existence.
The definition which appears in Chapter I, p. 3 was used as a second tool in
the investigation of the existence and extent of racism.
Summary
This chapter has discussed the procedures used to assess the meeting of
specified Black student needs in three specific Hartford, Connecticut schools.
As well as a description of the population sampled in the study and a presenta-
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tion of the interview and observation schedules was presented a listing of the
identified needs collated with the specific instrument items from the observation
and interview schedules designed to study each need.
CHAPTER IV
THREE ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS: A DESCRIPTION
The three schools studied here are located in Hartford, Connecticut.
The population of the city of Hartford according to the 1970 Census report, was
33-1/3% Black and Puerto Rican. ^ The total school population as of 1968 was
60 to 65 per cent Black and Puerto Rican. ^ A brief historical look at Hartford's
non-white population growth should provide a demographic backdrop for better
understanding the three schools to be examined in this paper.
Hartford, like much of New England, enjoyed a steady population growth
until the depression years of the 1930 's, at which time the birthrate dropped
noticeably. Although the population count itself remained fairly stable during
these bad years the school enrollments dropped off and continued to decline
through the forties. In 1928 elementary school enrollment was over 22, 000
but by 1945 it had dropped to well below 12, 000. Similarly high school enroll-
^Statistical abstracts of the United States U. S. Bureau of the Census,
1971 (92nd edition), Washington, D. C. , p, 21.
^Directory, puHie elementary and secondary schools in large
districts
with enrollment and instructional staff by race: Fall 1967
Washington U. S.
Offiee of Education and National Center for Education
Statistics, 1969, p, 131.
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merit reached an all-time high of over 7,500 in 1933 but had dropped to a low of
about 4,300 in 1952. Following World War II much of Hartford’s population
left the city, many leaving to move no further than the suburbs. The departing
population was replaced by an entering population that was neither as wealthy nor
as skilled as those who had left the city. This phenomena is documented by the
fact that by 1959 about 40 per cent of Hartford’s families earned an income of
less thatn $4, 000 per year. Furthermore, many of these in-migrants were
younger than the population they replaced and were raising families, thus
considerably effecting the school population. Add to this the fact that non-
whites, Blacks and Puerto Ricans primarily, who were entering the city in
increasing numbers to find work as domestics, industrial laborers, and tobacco
farm workers, were restricted to 169 out of 889 city blocks by 1960. Although
during the next four years the student enrollment figures for this population
increased greatly the living area of 169 blocks remained basic^illy the same.
The Community Renewal Team has labelled 130 of those blocks as poverty
areas. These same densely populated poverty areas are served by Hartford’s
oldest school buildings which have become alarmingly inadequate in providing
a play space and educational facilities.
Looking ahead the picture is no less gloomy. The population projections
made in the mid-sixties showed school enrollments would continue to increase
for the next ten year period. Grades K-4 are expected to reach an enrollment
of over 12, 000 in the early 1970’s. Grades 5-8 are expected to go well
over the
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9,000 mark and the high school figures are predicted to reach nearly 9,000
before the mid-1970's.
In 1964 the racial composition of the classes showed 51.6 per cent of
grades K-4, 49 per cent of grades 5-8, and 31. 5 per cent of the high school were
non-white, that is Black, Puerto Rican, and Oriental. These figures have
changed and by mid- 1970 's are expected to be 50 per cent non-white in grades
K-4, 62 per cent non-white in grades 5-8 and 58 per cent non-white in the high
school. Although the increase of non-white students is expected to slow down
somewhat the non-whites will continue to be a majority of the student body
within Hartford. ^
Hartford is a city divided along racial lines. Eighty per cent of the
Black and Puerto Rican people of the city of Hartford reside in its North-end.
Those Blacks and Puerto Ricans who live outside of the North-end of the city,
live in small clusters or ghettos.
All three of the schools studied drew a significant number of their
students, in relation to the total number of students served, from Hartford’s
Black population. The Everywhere School, an elementary school, is located in
the middle of one of Hartford's largest Black ghettos. The Alternative Center
^Harvard Report, unpi±»lished paper submitted to the Hartford Board of
Education by Niilo Koponen, Center for Field Studies of Harvard University,
September, 19G5. See Appendix, p. 135.
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for Education, a high school, is located in the South-end of Hartford on the
campus of a white upper-middle-class college. Shanti, a regional high school,
is located in the middle of downtown Hartford. Hartford’s school system has
been, and remains, the victim of defacto segregation. It is against this back-
ground that this study w’as made.
The Everywhere School (K-4th Grade)
This school is in the South Arsenal area of approximately 56 acres
bordered by Main Street, the Windsor Street Extension, Pavillion and Black
Streets and includes Bellevue Square, a city-owned housing project. Approximately
1,000 families (5,000 people) live in this area. With the exception of the physical
buildings in the Bellevue Square Project, this entire area is slated for total
4
renewal. The school is housed in an old converted warehouse. The school
grades range from kindergarten to grade four.
The existence of the Everywhere School is the result of a decision made
by a group of neighborhood residents. Black and Puerto Rican that they wanted
a school that would teach with the needs of their children in mind. In 1965,
residents of South Arsenal began to meet in each other's homes and planned
for change. They formed the South Arsenal Neighborhood Council which in turn
'^Position Statement - The Everywhere School. Prepared by the South
Arsenal Neighborhood Development Corp. , South Arsenal Hartford, Connecticut,
1968-1969. See Appendix, p. 145.
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created the South Arsenal Neighborhood Development Corporation with a board
of directors composed of neighborhood people. The board of directors solicited
the help of the Urban Coalition^ to raise funds for demolition and rebuilding of
their area including the creation of a new type of educational facility. In order
to better facilitate the creation of this new type of educational facility, which
was to be under the direct control of the South Arsenal Board of Directors, the
urban education departments of the University of Massachusetts, the University
of Connecticut, the University of Hartford and Harvard were approached. Three
of the four responded, taking an active part in either the South Arsenal Neighbor-
hood Development Corporation, or its educational arm the Everywhere School.
The school began operation in March 1970.
Everywhere School’s administrative and teaching staff is composed of
Black and Spanish-speaking people. The staff totals 19 people: three admini-
strators, eight teachers, and eight paraprofessionals. Seventy-five per cent
of the teachers and one-hundred per cent of the paraprofessionals live in the
immediate area or very close by; two of the three administrators live in this
area.
^The Urban Coalition is composed of suburban business and professional
people who have volunteered to raise money for the South Arsenal Corporation.
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Examples of this can be seen in the large group, small group, or individual
sessions led by administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals, or commimity
people (those living in the South Arsenal Area) who are teaching about Black and
Puerto Rican culture at various times throughout the school day. ^
The school places an equal emphasis on teaching reading and math and,
whenever possible, relates the teaching of these subjects to the cultural back-
grounds of the Black and Puerto Rican students. The textbooks used display
Black and Puerto Rican figures playing or working in an area (usually an urban
community) to which these students can relate. The emphasis is on building the
self-worth of the students while providing them with the other tools which will
enable them to achieve their greatest potential.
Although the school employs the use of environmental extentions,
i. e.
,
private schools, in an effort to give its students a broader view of the
world, the teachers and paraprofessionals who travel to these extensions with
the children are in complete control of their educational programs. Due to the
fact that the Everywhere School is located in a renovated warehouse, it does
not have many of the physical facilities which these private schools can and do
provide, e. g. , science labs, small theaters, language labs, and so on. The
students of these private schools, high school students, interact on a one to
"^See Appendix 145 for a detailed breakdown of the Everywhere
School curriculum.
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one basis with the students of the Everywhere School in a small group or
tutorial manner.
The environmental extensions are: Westledge, located in Simsbury,
Connecticut; Loomis, located in Windsor, Connecticut; and the Avery Memorial,
a museum located in downtown Hartford, which provides space and the use of
its facilities, Westledge 's Black and Puerto Rican student population is 25 per
cent and staff population is 5 percent. The student population of Loomis is 5 per
cent Black and Puerto Rican. 'Staff population is 1 per cent Black, 0 per cent
Puerto Rican. The museum personnel do not employ, or employ only on a part-
time basis. Blacks and Puerto Ricans. The teachers use these extensions when
and if they feel the need. Due to the differences between the cultural backgrounds
of both students and staff in these environmental extensions and the Everywhere
School staffs of Westledge and the Everywhere School have met to discuss
differences and common problems on a regular basis, once every two months,
in an effort to improve their educational programs.
The board of directors together with the director of the South Arsenal
Neighborhood Development Corporation and the director of the Ever>^vhere School
hire and fire those who work for the corporation. Both directors are responsible
to the neighborhood board of directors. This school is community controlled.
The sources of funding are the Urban Coalition and the Hartford Board
of Education. The Urban Coalition, a group of suburban business and professional
people, has volunteered to raise money for the South Arsenal Neighborhood
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Development Corporation in an effort to help this body reconstruct its physical
environment. The Urban Coalition's function is to assist and not to direct or
control.
The Hartford board of education, the official source of funding for the
Everywhere School, is also responsible on paper for its operation. Although
this is the case in print, it is not the case in fact. The Everywhere School is
community controlled. One thousand dollars per pupil is spent toward the
education of each child in the city of Hartford; the Everywhere School is no
exception. The director of the school receives part of her salary from the
Hartford Board of Education and the other part from the South Arsenal Neighbor-
hood Development Corporation. However she is directly responsible to the
South Arsenal Neighborhood Development Board of Directors. The teachers
and paraprofessionals are in similar situations.
The Alternative Center for Education (9th-12th Grade)
The Alternative Center for Education came into being as a direct result
of the inability of the teachers and administrators of Hartford's four high schools
to deal with their "disruptive" students. It was also an outgrowth of a center
which had been set up the previous year by the Hartford Board of Education.
This center was staffed with a white director, no teachers until December,
although the center opened in October, and twenty-five to thirty Black students
with problems ranging from psychological to educational to physiological in
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nature. The students had been removed from their parent high school without
the consent of their parents and placed in a church. Due to the lack of support
of the Hartford Board of Education, the inability of its director to structure a
program which would meet the needs of these students, and the bad feelings
caused by this venture in the Black community the center failed.
Responding to its high school principals' and teachers' asking for the
removal of returned "disruptive" students, the Hartford Board of Education in
conjunction with the University of Hartford, the sponsoring educational facility,
instituted a teacher corps program on the secondary level and proceeded to hire
eleven white interns, one Black intern, and two Black directors. These fourteen
people were to deal with the problems that Hartford's administrators, teachers,
and counselors did not seem to handle. The school began operation in January
of 1970.
The center was located on the campus of Trinity College, which is found
in the southwestern end of the city. It is a small, middle-class, expensive
liberal arts college with a population of approximately four to five thousand
students. The college is surrounded by a lower-middle and upper-lower-class
area. This surrounding area is approximately 85 per cent white, 10 per cent
Black and 5 per cent Puerto Rican, Most of the Blacks and Puerto Ricans
reside in a city-owned housing project called Charter Oalc Terrace which is
found ten blocks from the Trinity Campus,
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Students and staff of the center, a 9th- 12th grade school, utilized for
classes and other activities the second and third floors of an old outdated brown -
stone building located on Trinity’s campus. Classes were not restricted to this
building which enabled the teachers, paraprofessional and students to take
advantage of the language labs, science labs, art center, television studios
and numerous other buildings and facilities throughout the city. Hartford was
viewed as, and used as, one huge classroom.
The administrative and teaching staff of the Alternative Center for
Education is composed of two Black administrators, one Black intern, eleven
white interns, and a Black paraprofessional. In addition, classes in African
art, culture, and dance were taught once a week by a Black instructor, who
journeyed from New York for this purpose. The white interns had not worked
in the inner city and therefore were not prepared to deal with the problems of
the urban student. Ninety per cent of these white interns were from middle-
class backgrounds and suburban homes and had had very little if any contact
with Black people. Of the Blacks who were employed at or worked in the
Alternative Center for Education, eighty per cent lived in the Black community.
Nine per cent of the whites who worked in the center lived in the Black community.
Teacher preparation for the Alternative Center is the responsibility of
the two directors or team leaders of the center. Workshops which were designed
to acquaint the interns with the problems of the inner city student and enable
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them to deal with him were held during a four week teacher preparation period
at the University of Hartford. Teacher preparation in the form of in-service
on-site sessions, is continual throughout the school year. Demonstration
teaching was used to illustrate examples of positive technique and teaching style.
The student population consisted of twenty-five ninth through twelfth
grade students. Seventy-nine per cent of the students were Black, one per
cent Puerto Rican, and twenty per cent white. The students were recommended
to the center by their parent high schools due to "disruptive" behavior. Ninety-
eight per cent of the students possessed the ability to learn; they were relegated
to the center because of such problems as drugs, truancy or an inability to read.
Final selection of the students was the function of the center staff.
The Alternative Center for Education curriculum was devised by the
staff to meet two primary needs, to build the self-worth of the student by stressing
his cultural background and to raise the reading and math achievement levels of
the students who needed help in those areas. Courses such as Black history.
Black literature, African dance, African culture, and African art along with
Puerto Rican and European history were offered. These courses, along with
an hour of individual help in reading and math, provided the core of the program.
Each student received two hours of individual attention every day of the five day
school week,
^For a more detailed breakdown of the course offerings of the Alternative
Center, see Appendix, p. 156.
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Flcxibls schsduling, differ© nti3.tGd st3.ffing, a.nd multiple grouping were
utilized to their fullest potentials given the limited space provided for the actual
school operation. Science, art, and language, as well as many other topics,
were taught outside of the brownstone facility.
The center was controlled and directed by two Black Teacher Corps team
leaders who were responsible to the assistant director of secondary education
on the Hartford Board of Education. They were held responsible for anything
that happened in the school and were therefore given the freedom to run the
school in the manner they believed would be most beneficial to students and
staff.
The Hartford Board of Education in conjunction with Teacher Corp
provided thirty-eight thousand dollars to set-up, equip, and pay the rent of an
alternative school. In addition, part of this money was to be used to pay the
salaries of the fourteen people who worked in the school. The Hartford Board
of Education provides $1,000 per pupil toward the education of each student in
the city of Hartford, Although the Board provided the money for the operation of
the school, and the directors of the school were directly responsible to the
assistant director of secondary education in Hartford, the directors were free
to use the money, that proportion not used for salaries, in the manner which
they thought best.
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Shanti (9th- 12th grade)
Shanti was established due to strong feelings among a large number of
the citizens of Hartford and five surrounding towns, East Windsor, Plainville,
Rocky Hill, Wethersfield and Simsbury who recognized the need for a regional
alternative high school (9th- 12th grades). Due to the fact that the six towns
involved wanted the school to be of a truly regional nature, they agreed that the
school should be under the control of the Capitol Region Educational Council.
The Council is an organization in which Hartford, the capitol of Connecticut,
and its surrounding towns attempt to work together in an effort to solve their
common problems.
Selection of the students and staff took place during the spring and
summer of 1971. The staff was selected by the director in conjunction with the
board of directors. The students were selected by lottery. The school began
operation in September of 1972,
Shanti (which is Hindu for "the peace that surpasseth all understanding”)
is located in a renovated section of Hartford’s railroad station which is situated
in the heart of the downtown area. The school is surrounded by commercial
enterprises such as restaurants, small clothing stores, and large hotels. The
state capitol building is located just across the street from the school. Shanti
is in a heavily traveled section of the city (motor vehicle). The railroad station
was not set-up for school use but it was not the intention of the students and
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staff of Shanti to limit their classroom to this building. The city of Hartford
and the world at large are thought to be included in the realm of their classroom.
Therefore students are being taught in facilities such as factories and office
complexes by tool mailers, accountants, and engineers; students of Shanti can
be found in Vermont, on a nature hike or on an Indian reservation in the west.
The world is truly their classroom.
The administrative and teaching staff of Shanti is composed of a total of
four people. The staff is one hundred per cent white. One of the staff members
has worked with Ivan Illich, ^ another spent one year as a Teacher Corp intern
in the city of Hartford, and the director has been active in a paraprofessional
educational program run by the University of Hartford and the Hartford Board
of Education to assist a group of paraprofessionals, seventy per cent of which
were Black, in the performance of their classroom duties. None of the memloers
of this staff live in the Black community. The school utilizes part time volunteer
instructors. All of these volunteers are white and live outside the Black
communities of Hartford.
The teachers of Shanti did not have a teacher preparation period. With
the exception of one of their teachers (Teacher Corp intern) and their director,
they were not given any exposure to Hartford’s educational program before they
began functioning with the students of their school. In-service teacher programs
are not provided.
9see Bibliography for further detail.
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The student population is drawn from Hartford 60 per cent, East
Windsor 8 per cent, Plainville 8 per cent, Rocky Hill 8 per cent, Wethersfield
8 per cent and Simsbury 8 per cent. The students were selected by lottery.
Described racially the students are 28 per eent Black, 8 per cent Puerto Rican
and 64 per cent white. The total number of students is fifty. The Blaek and
Puerto Rican students of this school live in one of Hartford's many ghettos.
The curriculum, which was determined during the summer of 1971 in a
joint meeting of the students and staff upon the formation of the school, covers a
broad range of subjects. Black history, African culture, African art, African
language or any other course pertaining to, or concerning, the Black American
per se is not offered. The Black students of this school do not study any course
or subject which dwells specifically on their background, heritage, or ethnic
make-up. The school does offer Latin American history, several science
courses, and European languages and history, plus a course on women's
rights.
The school functions under the auspices of the Capitol Region Educational
Council. The director of Shanti is directly responsible to that body. Policy
making is performed by a group of twenty-one people referred to as the Board
of Directors of Shanti, The group is composed of an administrative representative
from each town, five students, five "community" people, and five parents plus
the director of the school. The board has one Black member.
^®For a more detailed listing of courses offered, see Appendix, p. 171
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Each town has contributed one thousand dollars per pupil toward the
education of each student the town has enrolled in the school. The school began
with a sum of fifty-thousand dollars for payment of staff, setting up, and
operating the school. The following is a breakdown of the money contributed
by each town: Hartford $30, 000, East Windsor $4, 000, Plainville. $4,000,
Rocky Hill $4,000, Wethersfield $4,000 and Simsbury $4,000.
Summary
The three alternative schools which are being studied to see if they are
meeting Black student needs were described in this chapter. One school, the
Everywhere School, is a neighborhood school in a ghetto area, another, the
Alternative Center for Education, is a special city school for extreme behavior
problem students, and the third school, Shanti, is an alternative regional high
school serving Hartford and five surrounding towns. The descriptions of these
schools included the demographic data of staff, students and director make-up,
funding sources and control, curriculum and historical information.
In the next chapter the data concerning how these schools are meeting the
identified, specific Black student needs and some conclusions will be presented.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS; CONTRAST AND COMPARISON
Introduction
The analysis of the collected interview and observation data discussed in
this chapter determine whether the composition of the administrative and
teaching staffs of the three alternative schools has any effect in satisfying the
ten identified Black student needs by determining whether racism or a racist
attitude (see Chapter I for the specific definition of racism) influences the
curriculum content of the three schools and whether this influence relates to
the ability of the white teachers in these schools to meet the needs of their
Black students. This relates to the Black students’ need for a learning
environment free from white (institutional) racism. The analysis will also
show whether or not these schools are satisfying the nine other Black student
needs by providing:
1. Black models with whom Black students can relate
which relates to
a, Black students' need for teachers and administrators
who believe in and expect Black students to learn
b. Black students' need for teachers and administrators
who can relate to and are able to interact with Black
students
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c. Black students' need for teachers and administrators
with whom Black students can identify and derive
feelings of pride and self worth
d. Black students' need for Black teachers and
administrators who are able to and will communicate
Black student needs to white teachers and admini-
strators
e. Black students' need for Black teachers and
administrators in numbers directly proportionate to
the number of Black students in a school
2. A curriculum which includes courses directly relating
to the cultural background and African heritage of the
Black student which relates to:
a. Black students ' need a Black and Black African
core curriculum
b. Black student need a curriculum which utilizes Black
student experiences as a vehicle in attempting to
reach educational goals
3. Black community involvement in a school in which there
are Black students or a Black student which relates to
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a. Black students’ need Black community involvement
in schools in which there are Black students
b. Black students need schools controlled by a Black
community.
4, Black students need a learning environment free from
white (institutional) racism.
The method used for this analysis was a contrast and comparison of three
schools in the areas of staff composition, curriculum content and community
involvement as they relate to the needs of the Black student. These will be
presented in sections, each dealing with the three categories above and their
specific needs. The racism category will be discussed last because of its '
complex interrelations liip with all the other needs.
Black models with whom Black students can relate
Need #1. Black students need teachers and administrators who
believe in and expect Black students to learn.
A. Interview question, directors and teachers:
How do the Black and white students of this school
compare academically?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
White students were not enrolled in the Ever3rwhere School,
however 100 per cent of the staff of this school expressed
attitudes of belief in the ability of the Black students to
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compete successfully with any student. Examples of
staff responses were: "Our students are together,"
'1 know our students can perform. "
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The staff expressed negative as well as positive attitudes
toward their Black students’ academic ability. The team
leaders revealed positive attitudes believing in the academic
ability of their students but 80 per cent of the teachers
exhibited attitudes of doubt. For example the team leaders
responded: "Our Black students have the ability to compete
with anyone, " "Black and white students given equal opportunity
can achieve equal levels of success, " and the teachers responded:
"I can’t tell what the ability of our Black and white students is,
"
"Most of our Black students come from disadvantaged homes
and therefore require more help than our white students.
"
SHANTI
One hundred per cent of Shanti’s staff expressed attitudes
which demonstrated their uncertainty in the area of Black
student expectations. For example a director responded,
"I’m not sure of exactly what to expect from our Black
students, " and a teacher responded "Most Black students
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like to work with their hands on concrete things. Usually
white students like to work with the abstract. "
B. Observation question, staff:
How does the teaching staff respond to the verbalized
needs of Black students ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The staff seemed to respond equally to all students,
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The team leaders and 90 percent of the staff seemed to have
different responses to the school's Black students. The team
leaders responded more quickly than did the teachers to a
call of a Black student. Team leaders seem to have more
patience when dealing with the school's Black students than
did 75 per cent of the teaching staff.
SHANTI
The staff attempted to respond to their Black students but
did not seem to know how. Staff members did not seem
comfortable in the presence of Black students.
Need #2. Black students need teachers and administrators who can
relate to and are able to interact with Black students.
A. Interview question, directors and teachers:
Do you have difficulty relating to Black students ?
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EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
One hundred per cent of the staff stated that they did not
have difficulty relating to Black students.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
Seventy-one per cent of the staff stated they had difficulty
relating to Black students.
SHANTI
One hundred per cent of the staff stated that they had
difficulty relating to Black students
.
B. Interview question, staff:
Do Black students cause problems you find difficult to
deal with?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
One hundred per cent of the staff stated that the Black
students did not cause problems that they found difficult
to deal with.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
Seventy-eight per cent of the staff stated that their Black
students caused problems that these staff members found
difficult to deal with.
SHANTI
One hundred per cent of the staff stated that their Black students
caused problems that these staff members found difficult to deal
with.
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C. Interview questions, Black students:
How do you like your teacher ?
How do you like your director?
How do you like the school ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
One hundred per cent of the Black students interviewed
stated that they "liked their teachers and directors, "
These students also stated that they "wanted to continue
to attend this school. "
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
Eighty-per cent of the Black students interviewed stated
that they liked their directors. Fifty per cent of the Black
students interviewed stated that they liked their teachers.
Seventy per cent of the Black students interviewed stated
they liked the school and wanted to continue to attend.
SHANTI
The Black students of Shanti were evasive when asked
these questions. Eighty per cent of the Black students inter-
viewed stated that their director and teachers were "all right.
"
However, when the questions were restated the Black students
either changed the subject or repeated the same answer.
Ninety per cent of the Black students interviewed stated that
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they did not like the school. Furthermore, these Black
students stated that they would not reUirn to Shanti next
school year.
D. Observation questions, staff;
Is the language an idiom that Black students understand
and readily relate to ?
Are Black students continually asking the teacher or
administrator to explain himself?
Are the terms used in the Black community used by the
teachers or administrator when in the presence of Black
students? (rip it off, run it down, soul brother, etc.)
Does the teacher or administrator use experiences common
to the Black students and their community in attempting to
relate to Black students ?
Are gestures familiar to Black students used when attempting
to relate to Black students ? (Black hand shake. Black power
sign, general manner of greeting Black people, etc.)
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The staff utilized both standard English and the language,
gestures, and experiences common to the Black students and their
community in attempting to relate to them. The Black students
were not continually asking the staff members to explain or
clarify the terms or language used by staff members. The
Black students were greeted by: "Good morning Sister or
"Good morning Brother" with the Black hand shake or in a manner
common to Black people and their communities.
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ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
Only the two Black team leaders and 16 per cent of the
teaching staff utilized the language, gestures, and experiences
common to the school’s Black students and their communities
In attempting to relate to them. The Black students were
continually asking staff members to explain or clarify the terms
or language used by staff members. Only the two Black team
leaders and 16 per cent of the teaching staff greeted Black
students by; "What’s happening my man, " "How’re you this
morning sister, *’ or in a manner common to Black people and
Black communities.
SHANTI
The staff did not utilize the language, gestures, and experiences
common to that school’s Black students and their communities
in attempting to relate to them. The Black students were
continually asking staff members to explain or clarify the terms
or language used by staff members. The school's Black
students were not greeted in a manner common to Black
people
and Black communities.
E. Observation questions, students:
Did the students greet staff when entering school
or class ?
Did the students joke with the staff?
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Did the students ask for help or direction from the staff?
Did the students participate in activities or plan for events
with other students and staff?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The Black students greeted staff members when entering
school or class ninety per cent of the time and often joked
with staff members. They frequently asked for help or
direction from staff members. They participated in activities
or planned for bvents with other students and staff ninety-five
percent of the time,
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Black students greeted the two Black team leaders and
sixteen per cent of the teaching staff when entering school or
class eighty per cent of the time; they greeted the remaining
teaching staff members forty per cent of the time. They often
joked with the two Black team leaders and sixteen per cent of the
teaching staff but seldom joked with the remaining staff members.
The Black students often asked for help or direction from the
two Black team leaders and sixteen per cent of the teaching
staff and seldom asked for help or direction from the remaining
teacliing staff. They participated in activities or planned for
events with other students, the two Black team leaders, and six-
teen per cent of the teaching staff ninety per cent of the time; they
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participated in activities or planned for events with remaining
staff members (or other students and remaining staff members)
twenty per cent of the time.
SHANXI
The Black students greeted staff when entering school or class
fifteen per cent of the time. They seldom joked with the staff
and seldom asked for help or direction from the staff. They
participated in'activities or planned for events with other
students and staff members ten per cent of the time.
Need #3. Black students need teachers and administrators with whom Black
students can identify and derive feelings of pride and self-worth.
A. Interview question, teachers and administrators, students and
Black community:
How many Black teachers and administrators (in your school)?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
Both directors and students agreed that there were eleven
Black staff members which was deemed adequate. Ninety per
cent of the Black community people responded by stating that
'the Black and Puerto Rican teachers of our school are doing
a good job, ”
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
There were three Black staff members. However the director
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stated that there ”is a need for more Black staff, ” The
student response was similar to the director’s; ”we need
more Black teachers. " Eighty per cent of the Black community
people responded by saying, ”we need some more Black teachers
In that school,
"
SHANTI
Shanti had no Black staff members. This schools director
stated in September that the school "was in an unsimilar situation
and would not encounter Black student problems, " In April he
stated, '1 was wrong. This school needs Black staff members, "
Ninety per cent of Shanti’s Black community people stated that
there were no Black teachers in the school but, "we do need
Black teachers in Shanti. "
B. Observation questions:
Were there any Black community people serving as:
1. teachers in the school?
2. paraprofessionals in the school?
3. tutors in the school?
4. volunteer helpers in the school?
Were Black commimity people observed serving any role or
function in these schools ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The Black commimity people were observed serving as teachers,
paraprofessionals, tutors, and volunteer helpers.
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Need #4.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Black community people did not serve as paraprofessionals,
tutors, or volunteer helpers nor did Black community people
serve any function what-so-ever.
SHANTI
The Black community people did not serve as paraprofessionals,
tutors, or volunteer helpers. Black community people were
not observed serving any function.
Black students need teachers and administrators who are able to
and will communicate Black student needs to white teachers and
administrators.
A. Interview question, director:
How many Black teachers and administrators?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
Although the Everyv'here School did not have white students
or staff the school had a fifty-seven per cent Black staff to
fifty per cent Black student ratio.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
This school had a twenty-one per cent Black staff to eighty
per cent Black student ratio. Black-white staff ratio was
twenty-one per cent to seventy-nine per cent.
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SHANTI
Shanti had a twenty-eight per cent Black student to one hundred
per cent white staff ratio.
B. Observation question:
Were there any Black community people serving any role or
function in these schools ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The Black community people were observed serving as para-
professionals, tutors, volunteers, custodians, and cooks.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Black community people were not observed serving any
function.
SHANTI
The Black community people were not observed serving any
function.
Need #5. Black students need Black teachers and administrators directly
proportionate to the numJ^er of Black students in a school.
The determination of the relevance of this need for these schools was
based upon observable staff student relationship, degree of Black community
involvement in these schools, and the ability of the schools to provide role
models and a curriculum which would meet Black student needs.
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A. Interview questions, director:
What is your total staff number ?
How many Black teachers and administrators ?
How many Black students are enrolled in this school?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The staff number was eighteen. Staff composition included
three Black administrators and eight Black teachers. Total
student enrollment was two hundred and fifty. The student body
included one hundred and tvventy-five Black children.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The total staff number was fourteen. Staff composition included
two Black administrators and one Black teacher. Total student
enrollment was twenty-five. The student body included twenty
Black students.
SHANTI
The total staff number was four. Staff composition did not
include Black administrators or Black teachers. Total student
enrollment was fifty. The student body included fourteen Black
students.
B. Observ^ation question, teachers and Black commimity people:
Were Black community people observed serving any role
or function in these schools?
The results of this observation has been seen already.
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A curriculum which includes courses directly relating to the cultural badc^
ground and African heritage of the Black student. .
Need #1. Black students need a Black and Black African core curriculum.
A. Interview question, director and teachers:
Does the curriculum contain any course offerings pertaining
to the Black perspective (Black history, Black literature,
African art, African language, African dance, etc.)
Are there any Black courses being taught?
Do you tliink any Black courses should be taught?
EVERYTOERE SCHOOL
The curriculum included subjects pertaining to the Black
perspective, specifically: Black history. Black literature,
African History, African art and African dance. One hundred
per cent of the Everywhere School staff stated that, "Black
courses should be taught on a daily basis, "
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The curriculum included subjects pertaining to the Black
perspective, specifically. Black history. Black literature,
African history, African lang-uage and African drum and dance.
Black history and Black literature were taught by the Black
team leaders. African history, African language, and African
drum and dance were taught for a two hour period once a week
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by a Black African teacher and his assistant who journeyed
from New York. Twenty per cent of the Alternative Center for
Education’s staff stated, ’’that courses pertaining to the Black
perspective should be taught on a daily basis. ” Eighty per cent
of this staff stated that courses pertaining to the Black per-
spective should be taught. However, these staff members were
imcertain as to how often these courses should be taught,
SHANTI
The curriculum did not contain courses pertaining to the Black
perspective. Twenty-five per cent of this staff stated that,
"courses pertaining to the Black perspective should be taught
on a daily basis. " Seventy-five per cent of this staff stated
that courses pertaining to the Black perspective should be
taught. These staff members were undecided as to how often
these courses should be taught,
B. Interview question. Black community people:
What do you tliinlc about Black history being taught in the school?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
Ninety per cent of the Black community people stated that,
"Black courses should be taught in our school,
"
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ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
Eighty per cent of the Black community people stated that
'*they would like to see more Black courses taught in the
Alternative Center for Education. ”
SHANTI
Ninety per cent of the Black community people stated that
•'they wanted Black courses taught at Shanti, ”
Need #2. Black students need a curriculum which utilizes Black student
experiences as a vehicle in attempting to reach educational goals.
A. Interview questions
,
teachers and directors
:
Does the curriculum contain any course offerings pertaining
to the Black perspective (Black history, Black literature,
African history, African art, African language, African
dance, etc.)?
What t3Te of cultural enrichment program does your school
involve itself in? (This has already been answered above.)
What is your educational background?
Is your background similar to your students ?
(These last two questions will be answered in conjunction with
B. below.
)
B. Observation question, teachers and directors:
Is the language an idiom that Black students understand and
readily relate to?
Are terms used in the Black community used by the teachers
or administrators when in the presence of Black students?
(rip it off, run it down, soul brother, etc.)
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Does the teacher or administrator use experiences common
to the Black community in attempting to reach educational goals ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The curriculum contained courses pertaining to the Black
perspective. Terms and experiences common to the Black
community were utilized in attempting to reach educational goals.
The life style and educational background of this staff was similar
to the life style and educational background of the Everywhere
school’s Black students. Cultural enrichment programs were
geared to a Black and Black African heritage as a matter of
course, the Black community participated in the School’s cultural
enrichment program.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The curriculum contained courses pertaining to the Black
perspective. Terms and experiences common iu the Black
community were utilized by only the two Black team leaders and
sixteen per cent of the teaching staff when attempting to reach
educational goals. Only the life style and educational background
of the two Black team leaders and sixteen per cent of the teaching
staff was similar to the life style and educational background of
the Alternative Center for Education’s Black students. Due to
the efforts of the two Black team leaders seventy-five per cent
of the cultural enrichment programs were geared to a Black and
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Black African heritage
. Due to the Alternative Center for
Education’s location, Black community people seldom participated
In these programs.
SHANTI
The curriculum did not contain courses pertaining to the Black
perspective. Terms and experiences common to the Black
community were not utilized in attempting to reach educational
goals. The life style and educational background of this staff
was not similar to the life style and educational background of
this school's Black students. None of Shanti’s cultural enrich-
ment programs were geared to a Black or Black African heritage.
Black community people did not participate in Shanti’s cultural
enrichment programs.
Black community involvement in a school in which there are Black students
or a Black student.
Need #1, Black students need Black community involvement in schools
in which there are Black students.
A. Interview question, teachers and directors:
Is there community control or involvement in this school?
Who funds the school?
Does funding have any significance in the control of the school?
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EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The staff stated that, ’'this school was community controlled
and, that the Black and Puerto Rican community was involved
on every level of this school’s operation. Secondly, this staff
stated that ’’the Urban Coalition^ together with the Hartford
Board of Education were this school’s sources of funding. "
Finally, this staff stated that the fact that this community was
not financially independent was significant (a greater possibility
of restrictions from outside the Black community being placed
on staff and school). However, the staff stated that up to this
point the Everywhere School’s staff and Black community have
had the freedom to determine and administer this school’s
educational programs.
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The staff stated that this school was not community controlled
and that there was very little Black community involvement in
this school. Secondly, the staff stated that the Hartford Board
of Education was the school’s source of funding. Finally, the
staff stated that although the Hartford Board of Education could
have determined this school’s educational program, this had not
^See Chapter IV, p. for a detailed description of the
Urban Coalition.
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been the case. This staff had had the freedom to determine and
administer this school's educational program.
SHANTI ^
The staff stated that the school was not community controlled
and that Black community involvement was non-existent. Secondly,
this staff stated that each of the six towns ^ involved in this
school provided the funds for their students attending this school.
They stated that these towns left the determination and admini-
stration of this school's educational program to Shanti's staff.
B. Interview questions, Black community people:
Do you ever get a chance to visit (the school) ?
How do you like the school?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The Black community people stated that they often visited this
school. Secondly, these people stated that this v/as ”our school. "
ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Black community people stated that they "really did not
know" what was going on in this school but that they thought the
school was all right.
^See Chapter IV, p. for a description of towns and funding.
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SHANTI
The Black community people stated that they "did not know much
about what went on at this school. " They could not state whether
they liked or disliked the school.
C. Observation questions:
Were there any Black community people serving as:
1. teachers in the school?
2. Paraprofessionals in the school?
3. tutors in the school?
4. volunteer helpers in the school?
Were Black commimity people observed serving any role
or function in these schools ?
EVERYWHERE SCHOOL
The Black community people were observed serving as teachers,
paraprofessionals, tutors, and volunteer helpers. Secondly,
the Everywhere School Board of Directors, composed of Black
and Puerto Rican residents of this school’s immediate area,
was observed during Board of Directors meetings sanctioning
the hiring of school staff. This Board, working in conjunction
with this school’s staff, was observed making and determining
Everywhere School’s educational policy. Finally, Black
community people were observed functioning on every level
of this school’s operation.
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ALTERNATIVE CENTER FOR EDUCATION
The Black community people were not observed serving as
teachers, paraprofessionals, tutors or volunteer helpers.
Black community people were not observed serving any role
or function in this school.
SHANTI
The Black community people were not observed serving as
teachers, paraprofessionals, tutors or volunteer helpers.
Black community people were not observed serving any role
or function in this school.
Need #2. Black students need schools controlled by the Black community.
In an effort to determine the validity of this need for these schools, the
researcher attempted to assess each school's ability to meet this study's
Black student needs. Specifically, the researcher attempted to determine the
nature of the relationship between Black community involvement or control of
a school and meeting Black Student needs. Therefore, a contrast and
q
comparison of the ability of the three schools to meet Black student needs
was attempted.
^See p.
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Black Students need a learning environment free from white (institutional
racism.
An assessment of the effort by each school to meet this study’s Black
student needs was one tool used in a determination of racism's existence.
The definition of racism which appears in Chapter I, p. 4 was used as a second
tool in this investigation of the existence and extent of racism. To discuss this
need and the findings a summary of the findings so far must be presented and
discussed somewhat interpretively later.
The presence of Black staff and the staff's culture background is one
important indication of the existence of institutional racism. If a staff has a
number of Black members then seemingly these people can communicate Black
community concerns as well as attempt to solve or meet these needs. In the
absence of Black staff members while racist attitudes are very likely to be
conveyed no matter how well-meaning or conscientious the staff. Thus one
indicator of institutional racism is the per centage of Black siaff serving in
the school. The Everywhere School is staffed by three Black administrators
and sixteen Black and Puerto Rican teachers and paraprofessionals. These
teachers, paraprofessionals, and administrators have lived and spent the
major part of their lives in the Black and/or Puerto Rican community. The
Alternative Center for Education is staffed by two Black directors or team
leaders, one Black, and eleven white interns. The team leaders have spent
the majority of their lives working and living in the Black community. The one
Black intern spent most of his life living apart from the Black community; the
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eleven white interns had little or no contact with the Black community until
they became Teacher Corps interns. Shanti is staffed by one white director
and three white teachers. The director’s contact with the Black community is
limited to working with Black paraprofessionals in a teacher preparation
program. Of his three teachers only one has had any experience and contact
with the Black community in a one year Teacher Corps program. None of these
four people has lived in a Black inner city community.
Another combatant of institutional racism in schools is the existence of
good Black culture courses which convey information from the Black rather
than white viewpoint as well as the existence of courses which delve entirely
into Black concerns, heritage, and culture rather than into the Western European
tradition of the American white. Thus the preponderance of Black related
courses in the curriculum has been used as an indicator of the existence of
Black racism. The curriculum of the Everywhere School is composed of
Black history, African art, African dance, African language, African and Black
culture. The textbooks used show Black children engaged in numerous activities.
The pictures and language used by the teachers relate to the Black student’s
inner city environment. The curriculum content of the Alternative Center for
Education was composed of Black history. Black theatre, African art and
African language. Black history with the assistance of the two Black team
leaders, was taught by two white interns. Black theatre was taught by one of
the Black team leaders, while African art, African dance and African language
were taught by a Black African who journeyed to Hartford once a week for this
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purpose. Shanti-s curriculum does not include a course pertaining to the
ethnic needs of the Black student. Courses relating to the Black student or
his African heritage are not offered. The following are examples of the courses
which are not offered at Shanti: Black history, African or Black culture,
African art, African dance, African language.
Black community involvement and control are also seen to be indicators
of institutional racism. The assumption is that the more Black involvement at
all levels on the staff the less the degree of institutional racism. The Every-
where School is community controlled and there is a large amount of community
Involvement. You often hear the residents of this community refer to the school
as "our" school or "my" school. They are consistently in and out of the school
teaching subjects and helping in any way they can. Their suggestions are
listened to and implemented in the areas of administration, teaching, and
curriculum content as well as in the overall operation of the school. The
Alternative Center for Education had very little community involvement of
any type. The school was located in the South-end of the city, and the Black
students, who comprised eighty per cent of the student body, lived in the North-
end of the city. Community people came to this school or participated in its
functions only upon direct invitation. Most of the time interaction with the
Black community on a daily basis was left to the two team leaders. The interns
did not involve themselves in the Black community except as a direct result
of the efforts of the team leaders. Shanti's staff has not involved itself with
the Black community; neither have the members of the Black community
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Involved themselves with Shanti. Shanti Is a 15 to 20 minute walk from
Hartford's North-end, the area of the heaviest population and concentration
of Black people in the city of Hartford. The opportunity lor involvement is
there; but, the staff of Shanti has not taken advantage of it.
The fact that the curriculum of Shanti did not contain any course or
courses pertaining to the ethnic or cultural heritage of the Black students of
that school and only at the insistence of the two Black directors were courses
pertaining to the Black perspective included in the curriculum of the Alternative
Center for Education suggests that racism, as this writer has defined it (see
Chapter I) may have existed in these two schools. The fact that the staff of
these two schools did not reflect the racial composition of the student body
and the lack of inclusion of Black staff members did not provide the needed Black
role models prevented or hindered these schools in their attempts to meet the
educational needs of their Black students. This writer further questions the
ability of the white staff members of Shanti and the Alternative Center for
Education to meet the needs of their Black students. At the Ever3rwhere School,
where the teaching staff is in direct proportion to the number of Black students
in the school, the area of Black cultural and educational needs is well covered.
There is also a high degree of community involvement at the Everywhere School.
These facts lead to the conclusion that little institutional racism exists
in the Everywhere School while a great deal exists in the Alternative Center
for Education and Shanti.
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Summary
This author has made an attempt to analyze and compare the staff of
three alternative schools as they relate to specific needs of the Black student.
The comparisons made were:
1
.
The number of Black administrators, and teachers employed
or working in each school (composition of administrative staff).
2. The number of courses taught or areas investigated on a daily
basis which pertained to the ethnic and cultural background
of the Black student (curriculum content).
3. The degree of involvement of the staff of these schools with the
Black community (Black community involvement in a school).
4. The degree of racism existing in each school which was de-
termined by a thorough investigation of the three foregoing
comparisons.
The composition of the administrative and teaching staff of the Everywhere
School presents the largest number of Black models with whom Black students
can relate. The Alternative Center for Education was next in the number of
Black models with whom Black students could relate. Due to the fact that
Shanti employed no Black staff members, Black models were non-existent in
that school.
In the area of curriculum content, the Everywhere School provided the
greatest possibility for the Black student to learn of his cultural background
and ethnic heritage. The Alternative Center for Education, mostly through the
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efforts of its Black staff, also provided opportunities in this direction. Shanti
offered no courses in Black culture or African heritage nor did the school
expose their Black students to this area in any other manner.
Black community involvement was greatest in the Everywhere School,
almost non-existent in the Alternative Center for Education and non-existent
in Shanti.
Although a clear determination of the existence of racism as it was
defined on page 4 could not be made for the Alternative Center for Education,
there are strong indications that racism is quite pervasive in Shanti and that
the Everywhere School is fairly free from institutional racism.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
Research question and design:! summary
This study attempted to determine whether specific Black student needs
were being met in three schools, the Everywhere School, the Alternative
Center for Education, and Shanti, a regional high school all located in Hartford,
Connecticut, The study was conducted during the first year of operation of
each school. The study attempted to determine whether there were indications
through the examination of needs, of existing racism in any of the three
schools.
The subjects of the study were the entire staff of each school, ten Black
students from each school (five boys and five girls), and thirty Black community
people. Personal interviews and on-site observations were used as the method
of investigation. The research questions utilized in this study were the
following:
Did these three alternative schools meet the needs of their
Black students as seen from this Black researcher's
perspective ?
Were there any indications the existence of white racism
in any of the three schools ?
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Results of the study and conclusions
The results of this study showed:
1, that the largest number of Black staff were found in the
Everywhere School, The Alternative Center for Education
had only two Black staff members and Shanti had no Black staff,
2, that of the three schools studied only the Everywhere School
attempted to employ teachers and administrators in numbers
directly proportionate to the number of Black students in that
school.
3, that only the Everywhere School utilized a Black and Black
African core curriculum. The Alternative Center for Education
Included a Black and Black African course in their curriculum
but these courses were not made the focal point of the Black
student's curriculum. Shanti did not offer a Black or Black
African course.
In comparing the three schools, it seems that the employment of or
existence of Black people in these schools has had a definite effect on the
curriculum content and Black community involvement in these schools. Certainly
there is a correlation between the number of Black people employed at the school's
and the amount of Black community involvement and curriculum in them. The
Everywhere School scored highest in all three, the Alternative Center for Educa-
tion had some Black staff members and correspondingly some Black courses and
a lesser degree of community involvement and Shanti who employed no Black staff
offered no Black courses and had no observed Black community involvement.
Whether the existence of Black staff is a causal factor in the existence of Black
curriculum and community involvement is a subject for further research, but
there is no question that this study did find a positive relationship between the
proportion of Black staff and Black community involvement and curriculum.
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This fact specifically pertains to the inclusion of courses taught from the Black
perspective in the curriculum and some degree of Black community involvement
in the school. It seems that due to a lack of Black staff in Shanti, the ethnic
and cultural backgrounds of the Black students, as they relate to course offerings
in the curriculum of that school, have been overlooked. Also, perhaps due to
the location and the possible inability of the white members of the Alternative
Center for Education and Shanti to relate to the Black community, Black
community involvement did not occur.
4. that the Everywhere School was attempting to develop and use
a curriculum which utilized Black student experiences as a
vehicle to reach educational goals. The Alternative Center for
Education staff was somewhat successful in this area due to
the efforts of the two Black team leaders. Shanti's staff did
not attempt to develop or use this type of curriculum.
5. that the level of Black community involvement was highest in
the Everywhere School, Black community involvement in the
Alternative Center for Education was minimal. Shanti did not
have Black community involvement,
6. that the Everywhere Schools’ Black community controlled to a
large extent the operation of that school. The Alternative
Center for Education was not controlled by the Black community.
Shanti was not controlled by the Black community.
7. that implications of white racism were found in Shanti and the
Alternative Center for Education to a slightly lesser degree.
This study found that the identified specific Black student needs were being
met at the Everyvv'here School. There seemed to be a direct relationship (which
might be statistically checked in the future) between the presence of Black staff and
the school’s ability to meet Black student needs. The presence of Black staff
seemed to increase the Everywhere School’s ability to meet Black student needs.
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Secondly, the Black community’s high level of involvement in the Everywhere
School seemed to relate to the school's ability to meet the ten identified Black
student needs.
The absence of a proportionate number of Black staff to Black students
seemed to inhibit the Alternative Center for Education's efforts to meet the
specific Black student needs with the absence of a high level of Black community
involvement seeming to create a similar inability. The complete absence of
Black staff^ at Shanti seemed to correlate with that staff's failure to meet the
specific Black student needs. The complete absence of Black community
involvement in the school also correlated with this failure. A correlational
study would certainly give more definite information on these apparent indications.
The staff of the Everywhere School was composed of Black and Puerto
Rican people. The researcher did not detect or observe white racism or its
influences in operation at that school.
The staff of the Alternative Center for Education was composed of
three Blacks and eleven whites. Although other indications of white racism
may have been present, the researcher used the definition of racism which
appears on page 4 of this paper to determine the existence or absence of racism
in each of the three schools. Based on this definition, a clear determination of
the existence or absence of racism in the Alternative Center for Education was
not possible.
^See Appenxid for additional pertinent information.
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The staff of Shanti was composed of four white staff members. Based on
the researcher’s definition of racism implications pointing toward the existence
of racism were found at Shanti. This study indicates that the staff of Shanti
believed that they were capable of meeting Black student needs without inter-
acting or communicating with Black staff or Black community people. Although
Shanti’s staff had no experience in teaching Black students they assumed that
the staff members knew what was best for the schools' Black students. However,
as was discussed in Chapter V, p. 82
,
Shanti’s Black student reaction was to
demand Black staff, the inclusion of Black courses in the curriculum, and
cultural programs designed to meet Black student needs. Also discussed in
Chapter V, p. S2 . is the response of Shanti’s staff members to Black student
demands which was to have a series of student staff meetings, call a school
reorganization meeting attended by Shanti’s staff. Black parents, and a Black
Board member which culminated in a decision to hire a Black co-director and
meet the other Black student demands. This co-director would also teach courses.
Problems of institutional racism
Institutional racism seems to prevent most white Americans and some Black
Americans from seeing and subsequently determining and implementing
educational programs which are relevant to, and meet the needs of. Black
students. There are many ways of dealing with this problem. One of them is
through community involvement with a correlating open mindedness and a
commitment of continual questioning of one’s self. Shanti had no community
involvement and, in the Alternative Center for Education, community involve-
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ment rested with the team leaders. The fact that there seemed to be a complete
lack of effort on the part of the white staff members of Shanti and the Alternative
Center for Education to encourage community involvement may suggest the
existence of racism in the form of indifference or a paternalistic attitude.
However, this fact can also point to the fact that there are two different cultural
backgrounds in operation, staff and community, and that there is a need for
interaction on much more than a superficial level.
A community, whether it is Black or otherwise, can serve a school in
many different ways. One of the most important ways a community can serve a
school is in the area of communication. With the assistance of members of the
community, a teacher or administrator of a dissimilar background may be able
to correctly assess the needs of that community and with their help develop a
program which will meet those needs.
Where Black students are concerned, the employment, at minimum, of
a proportionate number of Black administrators, teachers and staff members in
general is a step toward assuring the possibility of quality education for the
Black student. By quality education this writer means an education which will
provide these Black students with the traditional academic tools, such as math,
reading and science, plus build their self-worth and individual concept by
teaching them of their Black and African cultural heritage, teach them of this
heritage in a manner which will instill pride, making them proud of what and who
they are. Although this study did not look specifically at learning achievement
there are indications that more learning took place where there was Black staff.
For example, students seemed more positive towards school at the Everj’where
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School where the amount of Black staff was proportionately higher than at Shanti.
where Black adults were not in evidence. This study cannot claim there is a
correlation between Black employees and learning but it raises the question
for further research.
Due to institutional racism, this writer questions the ability of the white
American to provide the Black student with a quality education. But, if the
white American is to attempt to provide quality education for the Black student
and not as Fantini and Weinstein speak of in a passage from The Disadvantaged :
Challenge to Education, which appears in Chapter II, p, 30 of this paper,
create a curriculum which is "deliverabe attempts to transmit to the learner
those cultural aspects which will reflect the dominant culture of the society and
yield the most benefit to the society as a whole, ”2 he will need staff personnel
who function on an equal footing and are capable of, possess the ability to, and
will transmit the information that will make it possible for him to function in
the best interest of Black students.
If life styles are different, then communication becomes an all important
must in an undertaking which involves a joint effort by those alien and those
3
native to a specific community. However, if a group of people or an individual
believes it knows what is best for the students, closing off all efforts towards
effective communication, then any possible suggestions which might result in a
direction change in a school curriculum, teaching style, or approach to
O
Mario D, Fantini and Gerald Weinstein, The Disadvantaged: Challenge
to Education
,
Harper and Row, 1968,
^For further insight into possible beliefs of some whites concerning Blacks,
see Black Americans and White Racism - Theory and Research, Edited by Marcel
L, Goldschmid, McGill University; New York: Holt, Rinheart & Winston, 1970,
White Beliefs About Negroes, A. Campbell and H. Schuman, pp. 270-283.
community involvement, is lost in the wind.
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This study's results indicate that Black control and administration of the
Everywhere School seemed to be advantageous to this school's Black students.
Specifically, the Black student needs dealt with in this study were met by this
school's staff. The control and administration of this school seemed to be
directly related to meeting Black student needs.
Although the Alternative Center for Education's staff was not able to meet
all of the Black student needs dealt with in this study, the school's control and
administration by two Black team leaders did seem to be advantageous to the
school's Black students. Specifically, the Black team leaders were able to
(1) facilitate a degree of communication between white staff and Black students,
(2) communicate Black student needs to white staff members, (3) act as role
models for Black students, (4) influence the direction, composition and
utilization of the curriculum and (5) facilitate a limited amount of Black
community involvement. The control and administration of this school seemed
to be directly related to meeting Black student needs.
The white control and administration of Shanti did not seem advantageous
to this school's Black students, Shanti's staff did not seem to be able to meet
the specific Black student needs dealt with in this study. There appeared to
be several disadvantages for Black students in the white control and admini-
stration of Shanti, Among those were (1) the inability of the staff to interact,
relate to, and communicate with the school's Black students, (2) the absence of
role models with whom Black students could identify, (3) the absence of staff
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members possessing the ability to communicate Black student needs to other
staff members, (4) the absence of staff members who could function in the
development of a curriculum which would meet the school's Black student
needs and influence its utilization and (5) the absence of staff members who
could facilitate Black community involvement in this school.
Specific recommendations
In the eyes of this researcher, the children enrolled in the Everywhere
School were receiving a "functional, " "enlightening" and "relevant" education.
The needs of the Black and Puerto Rican students were being met.
In the Alternative Center for Education, more Black teachers, who were
capable of meeting the needs of the Black students, should have been employed.
This would have started a positive momentum towards meeting the needs of
Black students by presenting positive Black role models which Black students
could relate to and emulate and towards vastly increasing the possibilities and
opportunity for much needed communication between capable Black teachers and
white teachers who may sincerely have wanted to understand and relate to
Black children and the "Black experience. "
The remarks concerning the Alternative Center for Education also apply
to Shantio If these two schools are to be able to meet the needs of Black
students, the racial composition of their teaching staffs must include Black
teachers who are capable of meeting the needs of Black students. In addition.
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the racial composition of the administrative staff of Shanti must also change.
Blacks must be employed on an equal footing with their white counterparts.
It is the researcher's firm belief, based on personal experience,
observation over the past three years, and a review of literature in the area of
the education of Black Americans, that the only way to ensure a functional,
enlightening and relevant education for Black Americans, is to employ his
capable Black brothers and sisters on every level of the educational sphere:
from superintendent to custodian, from principal to matron!!
The second part of this insurance policy is the establishment of Black
community control of the schools. Without this, in spite of the employment of
Blacks on all levels of the educational sphere, quality education for the Black
American is still in doubt
!
General recommendations
There is a need for new means and methods of educating whites and some
Blacks to participate in the education of Black students. Dr. Donald Smith,
Executive Associate of the Urban Coalition, Washington, D. C. , member of
the President's National Advisory Committee on Vocational Education,
Consultant to Project Follow Through and the National Teacher Corps, suggests
the following as 'Viable approaches for correcting the ills that deny Black pupils
their chance for equal participation in education" (Smith, 1969, pp. 68-69).
1. School personnel should participate in sensitivity
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training to better understand themselves and
"to discover how their own biases, stereotypes,
and cultural limitations inhibit the emotional and
intellectual growth of Black pupils.
2, School personnel should learn more about the
history, culture, and education of Blacks. Black
studies courses should be required in the under-
graduate program as well as at graduate level in
In-service courses. Students should "come to grips
with the fundamental issue of exploitation, oppressions,
and racism and various individual and group responses
to those issues. "
3, School staffs should be ready to abandon traditional
curricula. Black heroes should be the heroes provided
in the education of Black students. "Their lives and
deeds and those of other outstanding Afro-Americans
must provide the philosophy and psychology for black
liberation. "
4, The staff should use "deliberate and systematic
efforts" towards providing an equal quality education
for all students. In desegregated schools Blacks
"^Sensitivity Training for Teachers.
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should be encouraged to participate in all activities
and in all Black schools the poor as well as middle-
class students should be included.
5, Black children should have Black role models **who
have been released from white psychological
captivity. "
6. Because it is nearly impossible given the present
numbers to provide Black teachers in every school
where only a small handful of Black students attend,
many Blacks will be educated by whites. "Such
pupils will desperately need teachers who have been
taught to understand and accept them as human beings
and who are sensitive enough to the essence of black
culture and the black experience to help black children
appreciate themselves and their people, "
Implications of the study
The findings in this study seem to lead to a number of fairly general
implications. All these implications should be statistically tested before
being taken as fact.
1, The ability of teachers and administrators to meet
Black student needs is increased by a greater degree of
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similarity in the life style of school staff and Black
student.
2. The ability of teachers and administrators to relate
to and interact with Black students is increased with
an increasing amount of similarity between the life
style of school staff and Black student,
3. Black students appear to identify more readily with
school staff with similar backgrounds.
4. Black student ability to derive feelings of pride and
self worth from school staff members is increased
by a proportionate number of Black school staff.
5. School staff ability to determine Black student needs
is increased with a proportionate number of Black
staff and decreased with a less than proportionate
number of Black staff.
6. School staff ability to compose and utilize a curriculum
relevant to Black students appears to increase with a
proportionate number of Black staff and decrease with
a less than proportionate number of Black staff.
7. School staff ability to utilize a curriculum relevant
to Black students appears to increase with the degree of
similarity between life style of school staff and Black
student.
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8. An increasing degree of Black community involvement
in schools in which there are Black students appears
to increase the school’s ability to meet Black student
needs. Conversely, a decreasing degree of Black
community involvement in schools in which there are
Black students appears to decrease the school’s ability
to meet Black student needs.
Suggestions for future research
This researcher would suggest further research by teams composed of
Black and white American educators to answer the following questions*
1. What composition of administrative and teaching
staffs would meet the needs of Black and white
students ?
2. What curriculum composition would meet the needs
of Black and white students ?
3. What are the effects of the community control of an
educational facility on the self-image of the
individuals of that particular community?
4. What are the effects of white racism in administration,
teaching, and curriculum content in a school system
or particular school ?
5. What are the reasons for the existence and perpetuation
of white racism.
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE BUCK STUDENT
(a Model Proposal)
I. Administration
A. The administration of an educational system or individual
school should be composed of a number of Black administrators
proportionate to, but not less than, the proportionate number
of Black students in an educational system or individual school.
II. Counseling Staff
A. The counseling staff of an educational system or individual
school should be composed of a number of Black counselors
proportionate to, but not less than, the proportionate number
of Black students in an educational system or individual
school.
B. When and wherever possible, capable Black counselors
should counsel Black students.
III. Teaching Staff
A. The teaching staff of an educational system should be
composed of a number of Black teachers proportionate to, but
not less than, the proportionate number of Black students in
an educational system or individual school.
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B. When and wherever possible, capable Black teachers should
teach Black students.
IV, Curriculum Content
A. The curriculum shOTild be composed in such a manner as to
rsflect the needs of Black students while building their self-
worth.
V. Control of the Education of Black Students
A. When and wherever possible, control of the education of
Black people, i.e. students should be in the hands of the
Black community .
VI.
A. When and if the need arises, the employment of a more than
proportionate number of Black people, in whatever capacity
necessary when meeting the needs of Black students is in doubt,
should be incorporated in educational systems or individual
schools as standard procedure.
PERCENT
OF
SCHOOL
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Like many New England communities Hartford grew continuously until the
1930'S. During the Depression the birth-rate fell sharply and although the popula-
tion of the City remained relatively stable, the school enrollment declined through
the 30's and 40's. Elementary school population had reached a low point of 11,725
in 1945, which was half of its previous high of .22, 354 in 1928. High school popu-
lation had peaked at 7,560 in 1933 and declined to a low of 4,352 in 1952. The
decline in the public school enrollments was due to the aging cycle of the population,
to a lower birth-rate during the Depression and other factors. After World War II,
population mobility increased and many of Hartford's residents left; half of them
for the surrounding suburbs. These departing residents v/ere replaced by in-migrants
who were not as well-to-do as the out-migrants whom they replaced, nor as well
skilled. The result is that over 40% of the families residing in Hartford had inco.mcs
of less than $4,000 in 1959. More important to the schools is the fact that a great
number of these in-migrants were of child-bearing age. Increasing numbers of these
In-migrants were non-white, both Negro, Puerto Rican and others, who had come
seeking work in industry, private household as domestics and as a result of recruit-
ment efforts on behalf of the Connecticut Valley tobacco growers. Non-white popula-
tion in 1960 was restricted to 169 out of 889 city blocks in Hartford. Analysis of the
1964 enrollment indicates that the boundaries of the non-white areas have not shifted
substantially since 1960 while the pupil population density v/ithin these areas has
Increased greatly. 13 0 of these 169 city blocks are in areas defined by the Community
Renewal Team as poverty areas within Hartford. They are also areas served by the
oldest schools in the city, v/hich are located in urban settings with inadequate play
space and educational facilities.
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Harvard's population projections show that there will be in increase in total
school enrollments during the next ten year period. This increase will be unevenly
distributed through the grades and through different sections of the city. For
example, grades K-4 v/ill reach a peak of some 13,170 pupils in the year 196B and
will decline slightly to about 12,100 in 1974. There is every indication that this
decline will be temporary and followed by further increase after 1974. Grades 5-8,
however, will show continuous increase from the present 6,900 to 8,670 pupils in
1968 and 9, 110 in 1974. Similarly, the number of high schpol students in Hartford
will continue to increase from 6,100 at present to 7,483 by 1968 and 8,877 in 1974.
The racial composition of the school population will continue to change. Of
the October 1 964 enrollments, 51.6% of the enrollments of grades K-4, 49% of grades
5-8 were non-white, (Negro, Puerto Rican, Orientals). In the high school 31.5% of
the pupils were non-white. Harvard's projections show that the K-4 enrollment will
reach a maximum of 50% non-white before 1974, while; 62% Of grades .5-8 will be non-
white. In the high schools 58% will be non-white in 1974. The rapid increase of non-
white students seen in the last decade will not continue to the end of the projection
period, nevertheless., non-whites will constitute a majority of the student body within
the city of Hartford.
.
The Metropolitan Solution
Hartford, like many urban centers in the U.S. , is faced with two major and
related problems: racial imbalance and poverty. The Hartford-Harvard survey cites
the report of the Advisory Committee on Racial Imbalance in Education, Massachusetts
State Board of Education, to the effect that "racial imbalance presents a serious con-
flict to the American creed of equal opportunity" and agrees that racial imbalance
is detrimental to education both of the white and non-white pupils alike. But it
was found that racial Imbalance is not the sole factor of miUtatlng against success-
ful education of Hartford's children.^ The worse areas of racial imbalance correspond
almost exactly to the six planning districts of the Hartford Community Renewal Team
has designated The most severe areas of poverti' in the city." Effects of racial
Imbalance are compounded by conditions which would impede even racially balanced
schools. The Harvard staff commends th9 programs initiated by Hartford to attempt
to deal with these problems but feels that these programs should be supported and
reinforced by a more fundamental approach which would vastly increase the education-
al opportunities In the years immediately ahead. This approach would require the
participation of the entire Hartford metropolitan area. This is in line with other
regional efforts to solve. problems in the Connecticut Valley, such as the Capital
Regional Planning Agency, Metropolitan District Commission, Regional Mass
Transit District and voluntary regional efforts such as the Greater Hartford Chamber
of Commerce's Cooperative Planning for Economic Development and the Community
Council-Red Feather Agencies.
Harvard's proposal for metropolitan cooperation in education is directed
primarily to the amelioration of the effects of poverty on education. The proposal
would build on the opportunities offered in the Federal poverty and education program.
It looks forward to relieving poverty related conditions by educating children from
the city's poverty areas in schools in surrounding suburban towns on a bvo-pupil
per classroom basis. This would serve the dual purpose of enhancing the educational
opportunities of the children involved and improve the racial balance within the city's
schools. This woul.d entail busing 6,000 by 1974.
139This program and others would be run by a metropolitan educational planning
council formed to combat regional educational problems arising from poverty.
Membership would be voluntary end would be extended to all communities within
%
a 15-mile radius of Hartford. The functions of the council would include:
1. encouragement of member communities to coordinate the war on poverty
on a regional basis;
2. coordination of the use of state and^Federal research and development
funds on a regional basis / for example/ the elementary and secondary
education act of 1965 provides for the establishment of supplementary
education centers for which a greater Hartford metropolitan board to
reasonably expect to obtain funds;
3. organization of in-service teacher institutes and curriculum study
groups for teaching the culturally deprived;
4. coordination of teacher recruitment on a regional basis;
5. coordination of vocational education, 13th and 14th grade technical
education.- community colleges, and special pupil services.
It would also need provisions for underwriting transportation costs, education costs
borne by suburban communities; for defining a broad educational planning role for
the council and promoting cooperative action with private schools and public and
private colleges and universities. 1:. -
.
Special state legislation will be needed to give the metropolitan council a
sound legal foundation. Harvard recommends the enactment of state legislation
offering full per pupil subsidy for each child from a poverty area enrolled in a co-
operating school in the metropolitan area. To this legislation would be added a
•
•
proviso that to be eligible, school systems must increase their total enrollments
by at least 3% as a result of pupils taken from tKP P the poverty areas by 1968, a
minimum of 55^ by 1972 ,lS72. Legislation would also be needed to reimburse co^nmuniUes
which elect to expand their school consumption plans to accommodate pupils from
within the city.
The composition of the metropolita n council would be vital consideration. Each
cooperating community should be represented by one member by each 10,000 pupils
in the community school. The term of office should be sufficiently long: perhaps
3-5 years
,
to give the council member adequate understanding of and involvement in
the council's activities. To insure continuity, changes in membership should be on
a rotating basis. Close and continuous cooperation should be sought by the arch-
diocesan superintendent of schools and with the independent schools, colleges, and
universities of the area. The role of the metropolitan council should not be restricted
to the relocation of deprived pupils. The council should direct planning on a metro-
politan basis for educational endeavors requiring more resources than individual
communities could efficiently and economically provide. Possible areas of coopera-
tion are many, as described above. It should not be forgotten that the city of Hartford
itself has much to offer educationally to the suburban areas. A regional council could
capitalize on urban situation by creating facilities within the city and by offering
specialized programs often unavailable to smaller communities.
Along with the system of metropolitan cooperation in education, the enactment
of the school construction program recommended can do much to improve the city’s
educational services. In a ten year period the construction of two new high schools,
the creation of new middle school districts, the construction of kindergarten through
grade 4 elementary schools, will house the majority of the public school children in
modern and flexible school plants.
School Buildings, Districts, and Grade Organization
The present grade structure in Hartford reflects the incomplete abandonment
of a junior high school plan introduced in 1934 and phased out in the 50's. The
majority of the Hartiord children stay in the same neighborhood school for kinder-,
garten through eighth grade. Seventh and eighth graders, however, are considered
part of the secondary school program and are thus set apart from the other students
in the elementary school. The Harvard Study Staff recommends a change in this grade
structure. If Harvard recommendations are followed, many children would start in a
pre-kindergarten class and would stay in the same primary school for six years,
while for others kindergarten would begin a five year primary school experience. The
twenty-odd neighborhood prima."/ schools would send their students to 7 four-year
middlG schools which would food students to three four-year high schools
.
The necessity for adequate instructional leadership and supervision suggests
strongly a division between primary and upper elementary grades. If kindergarten
classes were introduced in each existing K-8 school, the principal of each school
would be responsible for ten grades from school entering to secondary. If Harvard's
plan primary K-4 and middle 5-8 schools would be discr ete units
,
each with a manage-
able number of grades and each with a principal who could devote his attention to the
specific needs of a more coherent group of children. The Harvard report commends
existing experimentation in the Hartford schools and notes that it might be possible
eventually to provide non-graded primary schools and interdisciplinary teaching
teams in the middle schools .
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Harvard's plan retains a neighborhood school v/here it seems most desirable
at the lower gfades. As the child matures, he moves to larger and larger schools
which draw from increasingly diversified areas of the city. In a sense, the school
setting grows as he grows, with institutional settings adapted to his ability to
comprehend them.
The keystone of the school building plan would be the construction of a new
Bulkeley High School in the South-Green urban renewal area and the conversion of
the existing Bulkeley High School to middle school use in 1953. The new high
school v/ould be adjacent to Colt Park and v/ould be organized on a House Plan.
The entire school building program would be phased as closely as possible with
the urban renewal so as to obtain urban renewal credits for abandoned older
buildings, urban renewal sites for new buildings, as v/ell as credits for pupils
attending from urban renewal areas.
School Design
Once the requirements for shelter and the fundamental comfort of its occu-
pants are met, the school building must create an environment and atmosphere
conducive to learning. If buildings are not to become prematurely obsolete, this
second demand must be met in a manner that permits flexibility of use. A major
mistake of much school planning is the welding of educational and shelter functions
into an unchangeable structure. As educational requirements change, the school
that is unable to adapt forces a continuance of obsolete educational policies.
The Hartford report stresses that educational flexibility does not refer only to the
ease with which a building can be adapted to groups of different, varying sizes.
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but also to the degree that space in a flexible building is capable of maximum variety
of u_ses so that space, program, clientele, staff and equipnient could be changed
f^Gquently
, The cost of such schools need not be greater than the average cost of
conventional school facilities. The cost of shelter tends to rise only when it is not
dealt with separately from the educational function. When particular educational
needs are inf lexibly built into the structure of a building, modifications necessaiy
to. achieve changing educational goals are costly, sometimes prohibitively so. In
such a case, obsolescence begins from the moment of construction.
O
The theory of a comprehensive high school is that it provides the student with
the opportunity to develop according to his unique ability, since all of the educational
facilities of the community are gathered on a single campus; each student can avail
himself of any material he needs. However, because of the diversity of the programs
offered and the need to practice economies in providing them, comprehensive high
schools require large numbers of students. It becomes necessary, therefore, to
create sub-divisions which group students into units small enough for each individual
to maintain a sense of identity. There groups would become schools within schools,
or Houses
.
In essence, every House is a comprehensive high school. Each house has its
own principal and housemaster, guidance staff and teachers. It provides for its
students drawn from a broad cross-section of the community served by the school,
as much of their educational program as is economically and organizationally
possible
as well as a full extra-curricular program. Each house should
be developed around
an area containing a commons room where students can meet
informally and where the
routine organizational business of the house can be carried
out. Nearby there should
be a resources area, including teachers' offices,
house administrative and guidance
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area, and places for the pupils to work individually. Library resources, including
books, tapes, film strips should be located there.
Houses containing 500 to 600 pupils have proven successful. However,
student populations of this size cannot justify expenditures for all specialized
facilities. Although the students of two houses qan jointly use smaller gymnasia,
lecture halls, and some art, music and science spaces, other most specialized
facilities would serve still .larger groups of students. In this category would be
specialized science, computer and language labs, large library, gymnasium with
large spectator capacity, a planetarium, and a really full equipped auditorium.
In all cases, emphasis Vvould be placed on providing each student with individual
treatment within a limited physical area. Where economies of scale are required,
the student would share specialized facilities and spaces.
The proposed building program has significance not only in size, but in
scope. It will set the pattern on which Hartford will renew the educational
facilities for the entire city. It would provide facilities for more than 17 ,000
pupils at all grade levels. It would focus national interest on Hartford, from both
architects and educators . The design criteria should be established by a group of
recognized experts in school requirements. The design of the actual buildings should
be determined by national and regional competitions conforming to the
established
procedures of the American Institute of Architects. The establishment of a
competi-
tion for the selection of architects will, if properly organized,
assure superior
schools at reasonable costs.
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SAiD hns worked since last Hoy with its "in-house'* consultants
in three major areas:
1 . The devclcp.rent of a well-coordinated consulting resource
team.
2. The estob 1 i slimen t of con'mcn ground (tfiis Position State-
ment) bctv/een tne ne i ghborhood end this team.
3. The production of a workable procedure and timetable for
evolving an educational program based on meaningful
ne
i
ghiDO r< icoci pa rt i c
i
pat i cn and tai lored to the needs of
the ccmn'.un i ty
.
Tiierefore:
Sai'lD is asking for the opportunity to discuss
rr.ent v/i th tne board cv Educacicn in a series
at the Hei ghbort'.cod Center, Canton Street,
this Posi tion Stace-
of infernal meetings
during .loveniber.
SA;4D is asking for a decision in the form of a motion or public
stotci'r.cnt that tfie iicard of Lducaticn reels the Everyuiiarc School
concept as presented in this Position Statement represents a posi-
tive approach and deserves the opportunity of a trial.
SAi^lD is asking for help in establishing a Hul ti-lnstructicnal Area
in South Arsenal as the necessary first step (25 students and their
families) toward meaningful, full ne
i
ghborliood participation, and as
the necessary demonstration to neighborhood people that action
has begun.
We feel that the Everyv.’hcre Sciiool is of vital concern to South
Arsenal, Hartford, and urban communities throughout the nation
and is worthy of your prime consideration.
HISTOr^Y
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South Arsenal is an area of approximately 5S acres, bordered by
r.ain Strewn, the \;indosr Street Extension, Pavillicn and Slake
Streets (Including Bellevue Square). Approximately 1,C00 families
(5,000 people) live in this area. With the exception of the
physical buildings in trie Bellevue Square Project, this entire
area is slated for total renewal.
,
In late 13^5, a group of interested South Arsenal residents got
together end net in eawth other's licrres. They decided to hold
elections to c’.. te rr.ii n * who v/ould be the leader of th.ei r group.
Fol Icv/i ng tne elections, the Scui.ii Arsenal ile i glihorhocd Council
was created. A Cemmun i ty Rsr.cv;al Team office at 5i Kennedy Stiuet-
was opened ror this group, The South Arsenal he
i
ghborheod Council,
SAilC held rany reetings including sessions with city officials
(redeve 1 eprren t
,
housing, health, police) and landlords. Other
accorrp I i shr.-.snts included the organization of youth groups (l3oy
Scouts, Girl Scouts, Cub Scouts, urc/nies) and the conversion of
a vacant lot into a playground. The Council was also deeply in-
volved in nei chboriicod problems such as garbage collection and in-
creasing tile nuriibar of housing code inspectors. Because the South
Arsenal area was slated for total renewal, the Council cccicJed to
incorporor.c in order to become an organization which could function
In future redevelopment negotiations; therefore, SAilO v;as esta-
blished ill August, Ipi-y. It received eperating funds from the
Department of Ccmmuriity Affairs.
In June of IS'63, SAA'D, v.’itii the support of t!ie University of Connec-
ticut, began operating the Center at 45 Canten Street. Activities
in the warehouse include:
( 1
)
. rennovat i on of the 10,000 square foot warehouse into a
neighborhood ccm.T.unity center
(2) a neighborhood cooperative food store
(3) a program of miusical instruction in connection with the
University of Hartford.
(4) an arts and crafts program for nei gfiborhood youth
(5) an athletic club which enters teams in organized leagues
(6) a program for teenage dances
(7) 3 Extension Service Program in connection with the
University of Connecticut
(B) an instructional photography program
(3) a recreational program at Riverside Park
(10) the shev/ing of 16 mm movies for the neighborhood
said acccr.puLd ?he'fonc°[4°ocU vU ie^!
''
'°P™=nt,
(1)
(2 )
(3 )
('i)
the prLucticn of °a‘^Pos
nevelopn-ent orrho^lnf t ies.
"Everywhere Schcol"
^ wnicn incorporated the
with con-pnaticn''anrinoV^^^ families, along
Ccriducticn cr and i ^ '=t^?rcpnate data
•
• ^-nc„ at na.crcus meetings with:
d.
e.
f.
. 9 *
related agencies
•
- L/cjvj ucfry
I cut General Life Insurance Company
,
-T n 'I -f- • • ^ ' *
(5 )
(6 )
^chnSt forlc^F^rand
^
tthiucjo;, Ccmmuni ty Renewal Team
byjocau
.t«0 and fede^V
Chicago!°"asl'ung?OT/rr"''pu\'^^ "ow York' City, Queens
port, Cambridge' RoiburJ; ’etc.
Bridge-
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narc.orJ Loard of Education
Square Pen's Club.
iJcighborhccd Council *' > South Arsenal
UniCersityl-t.^^llL^r;^' ,„c. , etc.
Co;pSrI?i'en"Ti:r;[ - ^=vnolds Alu.inu.
Cepeny,
.^chh:. A’? , ^bo F-srley
Ccoperohve Uo^'ido Fo'^^detion for ,
f*"*;*'™’*
C— 'ty Affairs
^ H.t....:,r:i, CcnnlcH:w‘Sr,f!:r7 .h^°' F'oy, Ber
n^TEGRATiON - SEGREGATIOiJ
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The problem posed by differing feelings toward integration vs.
segregation seems to obscure the basic intent of the Everywhere
School proposal.
The rebuilding of tlie South Arsenal deighborheod with the real in-
tent of providing descent housing and the opportunity for a mean-
ingful education for the existing residents recognizes the follow-
ing:
1) That real integration, meaning a total fusion of ideas, life
styles, attitudes, Is a liberal concept ion of the total mixture
of a group cf people that they see as a single identifiable
un i t_^ ^(throL'gh their color) into their existing system. Ex-
ample: (many white individuals continurslly accept a black
man's single opinion as the voice of the black cc;n,r,un i ty.
)
We believe that cVv.n if it were possible (wiiich it isn't) to
accorplish this i;ind of fusion, \,'e v/ould be a poorer nation
for it. Rather, the black community, v/ith equal epoortunity
for devel cp'.:ent and exprossien, provide a continual crietienge
to the accepted way of life vdiich is nov; tiie life style of
"America". Example: (tlie black challenge has brought about
most innovative ideas concerning primary education, neighbor-
hood Involverrient, municipal services, etc.)
2) Thot separatism really means the opportunity to "get ourselves
tegetiver" as a people to construct a unified attitude concern-
ing values and objectives. Only the most radical explanation
of separatism is that of a separate naticn.
3) That when integration does take place, it is only among equals,
that..is, among people of similar accomplishments or similar
educational, economic or cultural backgrounds.
A) That a program that takes kids out of South Arsenal in early
childhood to a suburban school environment and then returns
them to tlte ghetto envi ronrr.ent tends to produce emotional con-
flict which reduces the slight educational gain which might
have occured.
5) That I? a total bussing program that would involve all children
not just a handful is possible (economics & racial attitudes
aside), it is at least !> to 10 years away and the children that
are new p and 10 years of age v^ill be beyond the age of inclu-
sion.
1500 ) That educaticnol ch^n'.o r-
to have It happen 0;.^? that we are prepared
«tude that Is concerned with Pre.-notc anfoundation for all lifoU yourself" qs thebrings. ^ exper.enccs whatever- the future
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Genoral Educational P r o ^ an Goals
Soutn Arsenal’s broadest goal is improvement in thequality^ ct tne lives of South Arsenal people. The pri-mary vcnieJe for corrective action, hehcc improvement
are community participation and learning. For us
is the format io]i of a neighborhood cor-poracion vivn bread represent at ion and action programs.For us h2 a rn^nvp is the perception of our to tal^nviron-
ment. Learr.i:ig_ encompasses each of us individually and
all of us tcge.taer as it relates to our future and' to
specific measurable educational results. Learning
clarifies our options and pro''ides a f rameu'ork bv which
iso can act on tlicso options. Learning is relevant.
Learning will produce " payoff s” in terms of social and
econoh;ic improvement. Education, neighborhood organ-ization and nousino will form the piiysical and emotional
spiiie of tiiC ]iew Soutli Arsenal community.
The Evervwliore $ cli oo 1 is a living, growing, flexible
community of people in motiFiT." Tii'c EverywiTere SciiooT is
the total process of a community involved with creating
better living conditions for everyone.
djie follov;ing pages set cut a proposal for an* educational
system that:
is visible, is wdiolly accessible, and provides
an opportunity for the full or partial voluntary
involvement of everyone.
outlines the various responsibilities of every-
one involved; tlie City, the Board of Education,
the School Administration, the teacliers and
their organizat ional affiliate, the neighborhood
community and, above all, the student.
supports the emerging role of the teaclier by:
transferring as iiiucii instructional and motiva-
tional responsibilities as possible from the
teacher to t.he learner in the total environ-'
ment
;
providing the teacher with capable adult
(con ' t)
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assistants vho are directly responsible to the
teaclier; making the teacher a mediator between
materials and children, a consultant, and a
responsive guide.
creates an atmosphere that will produce a posi-
tive change in an individual's attitude tov.’ard
himself and toward learning.
places a strong-, emphasis on reading, writing and
mathematics
.
ranks the fcllov.’ing skills high in priority:
observation
comparison
classification ar.d categorization
perception of problems
intuition and "hunching"
hypothesis building and testing
extrapolation
interpretation
appreciation
assists children to become independent, respon-
sible, thinking adults.
holds that tlic important thing is not only how
much an individual knows but hov; well he ..utilizes
what he knows
.
holds that individuals tend to learn best those
things tliey feci to be relevant to their ow’n
lives and liave
,
in some measure, chosen to learn.
holds that it is possible for individuals to
discover the intrinsic satisfaction that comes
from successful learning.
emphasizes learning - not how' to be taught
creation of the self -directed learner.
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Educc.tioa ir.ust bacon-.e the ccrrmunity "thing". It must serve the
ccrr.T.unity in concrete and rreaningful ways:
With learning ccrr.es understanding-
With understanding ccnves perceptlcn of life's options-
\/i th perception of options coir.es true freedem-
V/ith true frcedcra corr.es true responsibility-
And with acceptance of responsibility ccn'.es the full sense
of the cc;rjT,un i ty
.
The F i 1 to r Process
V.'e see the Everywhere School Program as an emerging process, con-
tinually prebino, accessing, selecting and adapting.
From initial coals a filter process has been created whereby pat-
terns for sta;"fing, curriculum development, evaluation, neighbor-
hood Involvement, environmental extensions, and an inforruat i on/
Resource Cof»ter c.-.n first be established and then eioerge to ex-
pand in both depth and size.
This filter process Is structured as follows:
1) A Pro- Demon St rati on Un i t located in the South Arsenal University
Coil tc r (waren^us
e
) io begin operations in January of 1970 vvith
the follcv‘;inn:
A Multl-lnstructicnal Area for 25 children of mixed ages and
cUiSS designation v-»ho '-'ill represent 6 to 10 families. This
pre-cerronstrat I on MIA v/ill be staffed by one teacher (future
Master Teacher), one teacher (future Program Designer), one
full-time aide (5 people one day a v<eck - future aides for the
first 150 pupil il!A), one Teaching tesociate (10 people 1/2
day modules). Tliis pre-demonstration iUA, operating January
through August 15th, is a training ground for staffing, pro-
cedures, curriculum, etc. in a visible, accessible environ-
ment. Due to its limited number of students, this MIA will
provide ample time for tlie continual evaluation necessary^ to
create a viable base for the first MIA scheduled to open in
September, 19/0.
A limited nunber of students from volunteer families, who
will be committing not cnly their children but thcmsc^lves
to this program, will give us the opportunity to test the
ability of our school program to include the family environ-
ment .
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Through this experiment it Is hoped that these families will
also be the people v/ho can capably represent the^nei ghborhood
in the emerging Ever'yv/here Sdicol.
Included in this pre-dem.o-fll A proposal is the first stage of
the 1 nf crr.at i cn/r:esource Center - a feeder library for the
neighborhood (adjacent to thie MIA in the v/arehouse) serving
as a "motivator for traditional branch library service." It
will be an outreach witi") paperback books, selected reading
lists, no overdue fines and v;iii be staffed by neighborhood
people backed up by tcciTnical support from trained library
personnel. The I r.f or.i.at i cn/kesource Center v/i 1 1 also in-
clude SiT.’D admin i strati ve offices (already located there) and
the housing of tine UCO.ii-l Ef?A Program as a source of material
development and researcii capabilities.
2
)
Dencn s t ra t i o n i i 1 A :
The next step in the filtering process is the establishment
of the first full MIA for IbO students in September, 1970.
The basis for staffing, curriculum development, etc. will be
v/hatever has survived tire eva 1 uati on , ‘se lect i on and adaption
process of the pre-dem.onst rat i on MIA in the warehouse.
At this point, we will have 150 students, a teaching staff of
15 full positions including teacher aides, program designers
and teachirjg associates plus an administrative staff including
the tliree coordinators and the Mei ghborhood Ecucat i cna I Coor-
dinating Counci 1 (made up at this stage of the 3 coordinators,
5 nei gPiborhcod people (parents preferred), and 5 teachers from
the demonstration MIA).
The demonstration MIA will be subject to the same rigorous
evaluation, select! cn end adaptation process - producing the
format or foundation for succeeding HlA's.
At the same tim.e, the Information/Resource Center will still
be operating v/ithin the warehouse with an expand! ng 1 i b rary
feeder program, the school administrative staff, neighborhood
Coordinating Council Office, ile i ghborhcod Health Program and
the nucleus of the neighborhood Cooperative Administrative
staff.
3) Succeeding MIA's
It is expected that the demenstrotion MIA will be
succeeded
in Seotem.ber, 1971, by two additional MIA's expanding
the
program to ^50 children, with a teaching staff of :-5
and a
full administrative staff of 5 to 7 indivuduals.
Continuity in these additional ttlA's will be r.aintainsd by
rr-afriers of the preceding, dercnstration lilA, •wh'o v;i 1 I have
filtered cut into the expending prcgra:7\ (this filter and
expand procedure v;ill be continued until the program is com-
pleted in September, 1^72).
During this year, 1S71"72, the I h formati cn/Rescurce Center (in
its ov.'n quarters), the Arts Center, the Gym and Theatre
facilities v/i 1 1 be constructed.
l{) Full everywhere Sci '* col Program
By Sentertber, 1S72, the Everywhere School v/i 1 1 have a minimum
of 5 iilA's and all facilities Including pi ay fie Ids. The school
v;i 1 1 reach this stege through a graduated, carefully expanded
f aci 1 i t ies and curriculum program that will have filtered out
the unnecessary and wi il have produced a foundation basco cn
practical experience, full neighbornood involvement and rull
professional participation and guidance.
/Vri.'t II v r*
i*J;a’-V ;P.piV.rO-l* fr', i-ipJ'-l STr? £?-
h2 Haii:':-"d "ar.rd of Ed'.:ca- c'.os
tioa’3 rew A‘.i-:rr.?.ic Ceri.er for
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Bringing tho ”irmer city'- on cairpus„
Soiu3 l:ic,3 ccni't r:nj3 it in high sohoola, ' They \:cnt to i.iove
body
To h-ln th; r ~ .T •> - • /? •- <-i Itho A1tomato Center roic hc.nca'C/.on neo
o.ixo.-.:oa D'- n--3 orr-trorci Ecerl cJ huvcnticru T::onty-Tivo InLgh school
bools o.ttci:d the ACE at Eoa:?i;ian
n jcon’T oh Tshonor ucroc Interna., tocii Icac’or
coi^v.‘:-;o^ 1' olo.r.v^n-.oo
^
13^ n(:r n.\ng ro giho thioao str.icnto tho 5.nrv;-tn:: th-j
no go ohoh to tonir hlah echoole^ ouocohd, end gradnatn., Ihoy're
inoorno i3ion^ personalong ho tn'‘'3 rmoo athidmeo rho individiial
orr.y
p 'hnn'.on o'oon'mnl'thc naar \jijl.L tiorn potential ctacooutapOoOntial COlJ.oho 3hlOnK33^
r;-
V
re aro r:cvor- cnengn .rtarx' in-noors, heuever^ to g:*.vo tho ’nVad
In nddioicn. vro aro ajojays
or
hj.chialiena Dnoorncoten no nonicl lihOc.
cau. ch porocno uai.h tne apociol e.hilities i:hd.ch natch the intexnots
na amor.oa o o .amor , ccanvitor nrogmonro., anto hobbr'lcts^
trcnica hobbyiaro. Lioioay l:h inerrucrorea '' raaddna totoro, danoo
hhotorrn pnya. odo asaisGcnts^ aatroiicny tntors^ drahthag onoorh; el
otho.rn. .
'
'
Wo nood collago otr.dGnta n'ho aro n*ill:lng to teach theco stndento
hO their iv.iag:lnar.lc:no to b.o?7ieo nen teaching nsthocla to stir.nJ.ato
sti'.dont:; . mcl nho arc \;ill:lng to J.isten to^ to notivato and to
arago •cnoso scuacn'cs (•
Liho rnny of those stndontSp yoix have open tm'nod o.hf in
aigh school by the ontiatod curriculiin.^ tho outdated touchers
yovtP
and
ou'Cd.atod teaching riethodso VJg hopo that tha AGE vjill be a atop
.rd correcting these deiccts rad vo hopo you n'ill help* V/o^ro open
*• r'
<-*
Irhl .A*V. w ^ O ^ wi-wi jr 'w/ \rJ ^
The Altennato Center for .Education can be a blxioprJeat for vfaat
sition ouaht to bo - an oxcitiiagj. rolevant, penaona.i tui-ncd*-on
f?ionc-3.. It ccemot bo confined to the classroon ~ it ought to taho
e as uo3.1 on tho s;e:l slope tho novio thoate.rj tho facicry;. tho
at., and any other place tho shdent can lesna.* It ccuJ.d tcho plr.co
t a college Gtuoo23t plays pool -.rith a dicudvantaged hlrdi school 15.k,
i a Good raps nith a ccrhi-.sod teenage girl, or iv'heii a fr.al'ornit
ne>' helps intrccluee a gang rscaher to tho college classroono
*y
5 Tho Altor-iiate Ccnt&r for hducaticn is a little bit of tlio fjiner
I
cn an ivied cnepu.Sa Iho mner city has ccieo to college,. Your halp
158»e app
''.•1 nT.!>.rcea,
ano co?J-'3ras '.-rill offs-ir colls,(lo ci'cc.lt for iroi’k at. t’oc ACEo
; lire. Loi''i*p,ln2 07? IIpo Floyd Martin in Koc:q' 30l.;.« Boardnan
Lrinaty Collc,^c cp call fop detail 2 on be*: can help
r COUPCO erGcilo oa
4-f • anda an llajJ.
,
CO apr-an3;ca, Or contact Va'‘c Ivan Bacl'or,
A* VW-ULI./
Suggested By
4 •'-rr ran,t for both the summer of
use of t'JO cl.as SPG cue
,
211, 212,
of the Aleerr'.at e Center for Educ
'< tho A1.tomat;g Center for Educat
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oula receive course credit ^rrcra iViuity*' - iii^;ht if doe5rred, huve a
pcciallj dcDirnod seuinar pro^i’ari vritii tue AGU staff and outside
due at ion s-uonorities „
hat both Ti'iniioy and ACf onconraae the interacticn of AG‘3 studenta
ith canpiis and student r,^ Invitations of students to a.ctivities at
rinit'". a tnha'brrt'i:;?.* pro"rrn^. a cD.a.ss visitation nr-epran, invite.tionr
o lunch or uunner at a frs.tornity. etc, niii^t be possible avenues
f involvonento
hat Trinitp- and /.Of -Lrcnlcl jointly sponsor a DAOP'-rd contor i?a the
Oh facilitiosj It -rculd provide v;ock-nipht social, recreational and
ducaticnal facilities for AGf you'spsters and area teonayers, IJith
i./sn ooun arinit” uindcrpraduatea, the cantor isiph.t fill a
,lfacre--to-pr-v‘oid‘' for area ^.'O'wpsters « It vjould also prevade a
ay for Irinity students uo participate in social invclve:rsnt
itheut susmuntinr the trsnsportatien problen-, she cantor ::ould
'?/obshly efaer eoaa-n-chips chitoon, nuoic. and dance opportuaiitios
n one rec:Uc; In another rcon, f;;an.e3 uoidd be pros'iced^ Ihe ACS
ffico iai'-ht '.>a vitllAsed fer turorinp.. If it could be erranyed-. the
ro::r:r.i niant be eoro^naed to include supervised,, intranaral use of the
‘(P c- r.lvO C... u-..;..
Iso bo us-d to stinulato student involvciaent in the Trinity ie:ninai*
royri?n,
'hat^ if possible j, an additionedL rcon bo provided in Eoardnan Hall«
Pi3ja Series Proposed.
Ik one hour isodule be sc;aedud.ed into everyone ^s schedule for third
t'iouslb. •oerdodso hvory stud-ant i:ould also bo scheduled xov a free
fifth period, rsal{:in3 a possible 90 lainute fllri periedo
1
'Hiph interest, good filias bo rented frcsi Brandon Pilois, Laco or
3
' c'-enoics, or filivs in Hau'tford for the rluiacoiities series bo obtained
,.'hovj 5.n3 dureny tha.t period
»
' PiGacs uouJ.cl probably cost the center betireen 20--50 dollans per fal:n,
;of this cost i-iould ij>o absorbed by the cultural enrichment bulGeco
Fart of the ccr/c, ho’.rever, uould also bo borne b?/ a_seccnd shciiing
' 0 on
, A., o \J\J ^
Scheduling Pnopocol
Kalx^ noiL? pcrioac bo adopcod Instoad of ii.5 ninute noriodo* Thcco
j,aa cnouxG bo uaod as r.odulea to be conb 3.nocl as nocdcd.
:iilio apprcrxinato division of student times uould be:
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[ rrrov'':> ~
i W- 10 per cent
i
group 35' per c ent
7't 1 ; ^ cr
•
----o 20 'ocr c c-r.t
hsecl 'bjuie — 35 per cent
Largo group uould Includo g^nn and usekly acsoLibliss for films,
;al prcgrai'is^ etc^
:5:iiau?^ group uoula ineauan pd.atcr.~y, Literatuu-o. Laax’tinaj I'lsctT-on'^ cs
,
rgraphy and cny other classes efferod at the Center.
ilutcran;:; ''.;ould anolv.c.o reading (i.f iiGcessar-y ) , no.thonatics (it isay
;r;ir:hle to teen-tutor on group reath students in cosio instances -
ilallp if a grn:3 apprpaoh is tahen)* cead other opecialiead interest
j
- such as boohaeeping, seienco courses, hone oc (nossibly a class),
tg (peonibly a clues).
^Released tiuiD i:GX--J.d bo cretonsions of clas;~:orh depending upon
nsea^ unc- inst ance
,
rj
GO 4-1 VJ-IT.dent
.t uc-n Kf d* O V7C'*‘'^lZ 0 •T
aiw a brea-k to c::ojho
Ino urog'.c rjT.i V. nld
to Uh.ich ho
i'
report for that period. If the student did not have any icoa uhat
fatea to do. the uuperviaing teachors 'jould provide uorh for hha.
ioo labs uould a?>.so bo schodulGcl duu’ing this period.
!;Alao, t'cie. schedule nould allou for- early diaraissal.uero that dseiaed
aocupr fc.r 'jorh-sti/.dy. Heleased tine periods vouj.d bo scheduled to
cacda.to for this*
Elhsro voulcl be 10 poriods. pli’,s one vjould bo talon up by lunch.
J o
• v/ 1.^ e
: 10-9:00
':C0«9:n0
^
: 10-10
^0-10:30
0:30-11
1 -11:30
1 :30- 12
2 -12:30
2:30- 1
-1 :3'0
:30 c.
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2Tcn Tuof^ Uod Thurs Fri
::oad Read Re ad Roo.d Road
.
IcL*vXl Hatn Math Math Hath
.iat'n (fi'oo) Break (free) Erartii)^ (xroo) Ehst (froo) L.it (Lree)
PilTd Atz Bro alo Gyr-i
"rn'O, Filii Art
•
Art • • Gyiii
RUlCll Lu::^oh Lvnuli Lunch Lunch
,dt Li'b Lit Lit
!
-T
'i*
ZTA c> *r
St Eiat Ei^t Hist
V/ork Uork D*raEtiiis york
itr-. T*'!"
*’
•.< ' • VJork I'lork jD-roitlng V/o.rk
-'IL O J-0« St Lit Lit Lit
lOacl Read Road Road Road
l5-.st K:lst Hist Hist Hist
1
p Pi3n Art Bre:?^ Gya
:.pii FiOxi Art A.rt Gym
I^cll Lunoli Lunch Lv>nch Lunch
'.ath l-Iatli Math Hath Math
[}ioto£;i'tipb.y Lit (free) Hict (rroo) Bx-’oeh (free) Photo
:ho’to Elec ELoc (froo) E-loo Photo
:hoto (frac) ElDC Elec (i’ree) Elec Photo (free)
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Scienco
Aviation and Air Scionco
Pat a. Procc s 3 ing
aHeotronicc
Bioj.027 « :iith ocoicg^', Irccraan body orionta
C.1.C 3
tutoring
aritla-TiOtic
Pi '
t
A J. ' 1 > 3,
T*r^ r-» a,
A... w-^^ C- U*
Gocn^try
Algebra
Litoratura
Contoanorary Literaturo
C—'o c. iV’w- V-. ra u j.ng
Praaia
Fjjio ir?u3
ivucrc - •oxi'corang
D^no
Buainoca
'jiraiiig
4 . •- W
Boc'liiocpirig
C^Tltva'*al E' acligro irads
jb::erican Hi^nory
}Vuropom Hi s ‘I- ory
.
Ccnteiinorcu'j Icouos
Drafting
Auto ICochanics - arpcnged viith Princo Toch
Piiotograpliy
Driver’s Educat5,on - arronged iiith higli school
«
Spanis'ii
Homo Econorai.cs.
cr
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/SHANTI SCHOOL
INFORMATION BROCHURE
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y
STAFF OF SHANTI SCHOOL :
EUGENE HULCAHY - PRINCIPAL
NICHOLAS DUKE - RESOURCE TEACHER
GREGG SINNER - RESOURCE TEACHER
EILEEN TOOMEY - SECRETARY
INTRODUCTION
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familiarizing is a suggestive path towards understanding,
and to understand is to know shanti
This brochure was compiled to familiarize you with various
aspects of Greater Hartford's Alternate High School: Shanti School.
It is by no means complete, nor does it answer all questions about
the school, its purpose is merely to introduce the program to you.
The name Shanti was decided upon in a community meeting in
July, 1971 while the school group \-jas together at a 10-day summer
planning session. There were individual group discussions on
suggestions of a name. Suggestions were voiced in a coimimm'ty
gathering, and the group finally decided upon Shanti which is Hindu
for "the peace that surpasseth all understanding.”
The enclosed schedule for the school year was also decided upon
at the summer planning session. It was decided to elim.inate some
of the usual vacation and holiday time to enable students to get
out of school early in the year. Note: the schedule includes
Saturdays. The year is divided into four B-v/eek cycles with a
week between each cycle for planning and evaluation.
The course categories and suggestions came about in a group
meeting where students suggested specific areas they were interested
in and those courses needed to complete required credits. The
categories or divisions for these courses were chosen in place of
traditional academic headings , enabling students to categorize
different courses which are interrelated. For exam.ple , f ® categorji ,
"Body Wonderful, Soul Complete”, heads the physical education area
(very broad’ly defined).
Our system of credits and points for courses as follows,
each traditional high school credit is divided into 16 points
(16 points = 1 credit). Required credits and points are listed
for each area (e.g.
,
The World Out There = 48 points, 3 ere its
Graduation requirements in subject areas set by the State ^oar
of Education. Some experiences may be worth one or two points,
some a full 16 points. The curriculum offers a number of approaches
to learning basic skills, mastering subject content, and developing
positive personal characteristics. We use the resources o^ e
staff and of businesses, cultural institutions, and community
organizations to provide learning experiences that ern
meaning, vitality and rigorous yet individualized standards.
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HISTORY OF THE SKANt/ SCHOOL
As long ago as 1969 the Hartford Board of Education held great
interest in the developnent of an alternate high school program for
the city. A year previous, the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Board
of Education had established the now famed "Parkv/ay Program" v;hich
offered community based secondary instruction to students of that
school district. Pursuant to that, the Boards of Education of
Chicago, Illinois, Cleveland, Ohio, Rochester, New York, and
Berkeley, California engaged upon programs in the Philadelphia model.
In the summer of 1970, a group of parents and citizens in
Hartford began forming the plans for the present Capitol Region
Alternate High School.
.
John Bremer, Director of the Philadelphia
program came to Hartford upon the invitation of Trinity College to
address educators, business leaders and interested citizens. So great
was the community response in the city, that the parent /citi zens
group requested that the Capitol Region Education Council adopt the
program so that the proposed school may be regional in its nature and
expansive in its concept.
In mid May the Hartford Board of Education committed $30,000
to the project to supnort 30 Hartford students. Other Boards soon
followed the commitment securing 20 further positions in the school.
The design for the present program has emerged after extensive
consultation with parents, students, educators. Boards of Education,
administrators, and teachers and students of existing successful
programs. Area colleges and universities, region businesses and
industries h ave been especially helpful. The program has received
local Chamber of Commerce endorsement. Consultation was held with
the Middletown and New Haven programs.
I. Objectives
A. to provide relevant community centered education to students
of t h*^ region - The structure of the present day high school, partly
by virtue of its large enrollment and diversity of task, restricts
those v/ho administer an d teach therein from full utilization of
existing community resources in their instructing students.
The response of Hartford area business and industry, the arts
and university communities has bsen overwhelming. Areas such as
'leathercraft
,
computer analysis, structural engineering, architecture,
American Indian anthropology, and Marine Biology are available with
expert teachers v;ho practice the art or science concerned.
^
Area
businessmen are enthusiastic in response to serving education needs
in the community.
B, to provid'e a regional urban based program
from Hax’tfor'd ciivirons -
for students
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The proposed program is the nation’s first regional "school
without walls". The need for sharing of experience and growth by
all members of the social spectrum seeks fulfillment in a variety
of ways. In the proposed program, students: urban, suburban, and
rural, join together to live and learn. This region-wide com-
mingling of students will provide an exciting and enriched environ-
ment for growing.
C. to provide wide opportunity for flexibility and individ-
ualization of programs and learning encounters within the framev/ork
of a planned and inclusive program.
Not all students learn best in the highly developed structured
high school. The great response to the program suggests that many
students are seeking more individualized environments in which to
learn. A school, program must be of viable service to all of its
members as well as to each of its members.
The proposed program offers a curriculum v;hich will evolve
from individual and group needs. It will function in cycles so
as to allow long term study v:here helpful. Clearly the curriculum
requirements of the statutes will be met as in any secondary school,
yet the statutes allow great flexibility in shaping a full and in-
tegrated program for each student.
Some courses are independent study courses, perhaps in a
specialized science field. Other courses are group meetings of six
to ten students.
D. to establish means by which the program can be of service
to the broader community -
There are at least two ways in which we are able to be of
service to the community. First, our students will bring to our
community sponsors their own strengths and forge a relationship
betvreen the community and education. V/e are hopeful that this
mutual sharing will prove of maximum value to both parties.
Second, the program will seek to develop specif ic ^ services to
the community. Two suggestions in this direction are instruction
of a free course open to all professional people in Spanish language
as spoken in Hartford; and establishment of a course in Spanish
literature and culture available to Spanish speaking people. Both
courses could be taught for the community by our students.
Many specific models for community service should emerge once
the program becomes operational.
E. to establish a climate of innovation and experimentation
in education -
The design of the program is to push back the delimiting con-
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cepts which are the all too easy lorelei of professional educators.
This program, limited in its size is expansive in its scope.
Several programs are being planned in conjunction v;ith participating
school districts. One such program is the proposed cooperative
arts program which the Shanti school would administer for promising
artists from cooperating school districts. Another possibility is
continuation of the Arsenal Arts program, begun in 1969 as a school
community undertaking under the sponsorship of contributing artists
and schools of the arts.
A conference is planned for the 1971-1972 academic year. This
conference will concern itself with alternative evaluative processes
for college admissions. Officials of the State Commission on Higher
Education as v;ell as several college admission officers are enthusi-
astic.
Thus, V7e suggest a number of specific means by which this
program will serve our schools and the development of techniques
and philosophical approaches v;hich may serve wide populations of
students
.
II. The Methods of Evaluation to be Employed
Unquestionably, education suffers greatly from its lack of
evaluation, of subscription to the Socratic imperative of self-
searching, self-knowledge. It is given to men to become emotionally
and earnestly subsumed into projects of their design and implemen-
tation. Upon analysis and reflection, however, they may find their
efforts of small value.
Two dimensions of evaluation emerge: Internal and External.
1. Internal Evaluation
(a) of students - Students will evaluate and be evaluated
at the conclusion of each course through an instrument jointly
completed by teacher and student. This form will consider the goals
which teacher and student initially put forth, their realistic
application, and the student's achievement of them. These should
be searching detailed reports of strength and weakness.
(b) of courses and teachers - The same principles shall
apply as in above.
(c) of the school - Students will meet weekly in "base
groups" which will be led by a staff member or qualified consultant.
These groups will deal v;ith problems such as: attendance, behavior,
adjustment, and overall evaluation of day to day experiences.
The "base group" will make an evaluation of itself and its members
at the end of each cycle. Each "base group" will appoint one
member to a school wide continuing evaluation team.
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At least annually a major evaluation of the program will
be made by an external consultant. Funds will be made available
for this purpose. The design of the evaluation may vary, but its
intent will be an on-going careful analysis of program strength and
need for development.
III. The Area to be Served
The area of service broadly defined shall be Central Connecti-
cut. Because of our commitment to regional action and the resources
of the core city, Hartford, the program will be located in Hartford,
but may draw its students from outlying areas.
In the first year of operation the districts included will be:
Hartford, East V/indsor, Plainville, Rocky Hill, V/ethersfield, and
Simsbury. The list may increase or decrease dependent upon local
Board of Education commitment. No more than 10% of students may
be on a tuition (non-public supported) basis. Sixty percent of the
student body must be from the city of Hartford itself.
IV. The Selection of Pupils
Because the Shanti School seeks the full spectrum of high ^school
students, selection for the program is by lottery of those stuaencs
who with parental consent, apply. The only students who would not
be eligible are those who require some special educational program
vrhich the school would not be prepared to offer (e.g. , retarded,
disturbed, severely physically handicapped).
Each Board of Education makes budgetary commitments to the
program annually. Thereafter a lottery shall be held to fill the
positions offered in the contributing district. Students alrea y
enrolled have automatic preference for positions offered by their
local board.
V. Building Plans
I-lost of the space to be utilized by the school will be space
donated by local business and industry. It is necessary to rent
or lease some downtown space as a base for the school. This space
conforms to state regulations.
VI. Sources of Income - Budget
Funding
participating
annum. This
for the project will be from local boards of education
in the program at the cost of $1,000 per student per
represents the total stable operating budget.
Additionally funding is available through local business, stateand federal sources. This funding is seen, however, as supplemen-tary and will be used for special projects only.
Estimated Annual Budget (1971-1972)
Total Allocated
. $50,000
Staff Salaries $38,500
Benefits • 2,000
Secretary 6,000
Services, Books, Supplies 3,500
$50,000 $50,000
VII. Qualification and Selection of Staff
1. Qualification - Staff members must possess a wide variety
of skills. They are experienced teachers, vrell-grounded in two or
more subject areas. They have experience dealing with business, with
the community. They should be student-centered, warm and energetic
The program clearly calls for hours of extra work and devotion.
2. Selection - Selection of staff is by consensus of the
follov;ing groups: students, parents, community (broadly defined),
administrators, and existing staff. Available positions will be
nationally advertized, pre-screened by a committee representing the
above group, and interviewed by all of the above groups. Final
decision will be by consensus. The principal shall then recommend
candidates to the Shanti School Board.
VIII. Participation in Planning, Policymaking, and Service
The corporate body ultimate responsible for the school is the
Capitol Region Education Council’s board. The role of C.R.E.C. is
that of overseer, and super-ego. The policymaking power lies in
the hands of the Shanti^ School Committee. This committee consists
of: one appointed representative from each participating Board of
Education, the executive director of C.R.E.C.
,
five students, five
parents, and five members of the "community " selected b}' the above.
The students and faculty of the school, meeting together deter-
mine directions of curriculum and day to day operation. The principal
is the responsible officer.
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September 7 > 11 Planning Session(1)
13 - 18 8 V/eek Cycle
(2)
20 - 25
(3)
27 - 2
October (4) 4 - 9
(5)
11 - 16
(6)
18 - 23
(7)
25 - 30
November (8) 1 - 6
8-13 Planning and Evaluation Session
(1)15 - 20 8 Week Cycle
(2)22 - 24 (March 25 - 27, Thanksgiving)
(3)29 - 4
December (4) 6 - 11
(5)13 - 18
(6)20 - 23 (Dec. 24 - Jan. 1, V^inter Vacation)
January (7) 3 - 8
(Jan. 15, Martin Luther King Day)(8)10 - 14
February
March
[ 17 - 22 Planning and
Evaluation Session
1
24
(2)
31
(3) 7
4
14
(5)
21
(6)
28
(7) 6
(8)
13
29
5
12
19
26
4
11
18
27 - 30
8 Week Cycle
(March 20 - 25, Spring’ Vacation
)
Planning and Evaluati on Session |
’T’H'al^ch 3T^ Good Fr i d ay )
Apr ii
May
J une
(1) 3 - 8
(2)
10 - 15
(3)
17 - 22
(4)
24 - 29
(5) 1 - 6
8 Week Cycle
(6) 8-13
(7)
15 - 20
(8)
22 - 27
30 - 3 Final Evaluation (May 29, Memorial
5-10
Day
)
COURSES
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2'UYSICAL V70RLD (its order and process)
j points 3 Credits
Points - Mathematics
no Biology
. I ology
U'gy
-
-ogy
.any
.ill Biology
.
Education
tistry
'onomy
,:>ics
Agriculture
Calculus
^Algebra
*Geome try
Trigonometry
Pre-Nursing
Pr e- Med
Survival Techniques
Forestry
Geography
^Electronics
Computer Science
Engineering
Architecture
Accounting
Probability & Gambling
. COMMUNICATING SELF
3-i Points 4 Credits
i u i s h
.nan
'in
-lian
'.nch
-io Broadcasting
~mak in g
Production
-losophy
•*Wr i t in g
Guerilla Theater
'•Poetry (v/riting, study)
*Cont emporary Music
Lyrics
* Women in Literature
'•Journalism
* School Paper
* Black Literature
'‘Spanish Literature
Contract Literature
(individual rdg.)
Speedreading
Oration (expository)
•'‘Acting s Theater
* Re volutionary Lit.
Radical Periodicals
Library Organization
Novel VJriting
-JLQRLD O UT THERE (was, is, will be)
5 Points 3 Credits
"hology
' d Psychology
i'lational Psych.
*ical Psych.
"ic Relations
';>orate Law
Drug Problems
Drug Laws
Counter Culture
•‘Law v/ith ACLU
Revolutionary
Thought & Theory
*Religions
“•American Indian
Anthropology
Demonology
Group Process
Mass Psychology
‘''obable course for 8-v;eek cycle beginning September, 1971.
THE WORLD OUT THERE (Cont.)
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Education Philosophy
Women's Movement in U.S.
Parent Management
Non-Violent Politics
Peter Principle
Economics
American History (the pioneer-spirit)
Draft Counseling
*Gover nment
Political Science
*Prison Reform (Penal Justice)
Latin American History
& Anthropology
Voluntary Service Corps
^Consumer Protection
*Afro History & Studies ^
Political Campaign Managemt.
^Propaganda Technique
Urban Survival
Spanish History
ME, T HE CREATOR
16 Points 1 Credit
beat her VJorking
‘“Sculpture
Embroidery
! *Macrame
*Silk Screen
Wood Carving
Tie- Dye
Candle Making
Jewelry
Graphics
Enamel
V/ e a V i n g
^Photography
Cartooning
* Music Theory
* Instrumental Teaching
Music Appreciation
Latin 6 Afro Music
Bead Work
Finger Paints
‘•Anatomical Drawing
'••Pottery
ME, THE CRAFTSMAN (skills and trades)
! -‘Culinary Arts
I
I’^lodeling 6
! Fashion Design
j
Interior Decorating
! Masonry
*Auto Mechanics
Locksmithing
Welding &
Me tal^^^ork
Carpentry
(
Bike Repair
Batik
Winemaking
Alchemy
VJoodwor k ing
Auditing
BO_DY_W_ONpE_RFU_L, _SO_UL COMPLETE 16 Points 1 Credit
‘“'Mountainclimbing , Hiking
Camping *Yoga
'•Cross country ski Jogging
* Hitchhiking
>• S k i i n g
Swimming
Ice-skating
Modern Dance
*Kara te
V/rest ling
••Bicycling
Folk Dance
African Dance
Flying Track
Waterskiing Motorcycling
Rollerskating Bowling
Ping-pong •'•Street Sports
*Scuba Archery
Sailing
Skydiving
Canoeing
’'Probable course for 8-week cycle beginning September, 1971.
COURSE INFORMATION FORM
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Name of Course Dates of Course
Name (Not necessary)
1.
Describe the best thing that happened in this class. Describe
a specific incident.
2.
Describe the vjorst thing that happened in this class. Describe
a specific incident.
3.
What would you like to see changed about this class? Be
specific
.
4.
What would you like to keep the same about this class? Be
specific.
TURN OVER
174Below are a number of statement'? Tf ^ ^ j
class exactly,, circle STRONGLY
describes this class pretty well, circle AGREE If !
c-cifDisAGLn':^ ?rstatenent is nothing at all like the class, circle STRONGLY DISAGREE
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 1
.
I often feel bored and fidgity
in this class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 2.
r
I would recommend that a friend
of mine take this class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 3. I don't really think we've
gotten much done in this class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 4. The teacher has a very good
idea about what my strengths
and v;eaknesses are in this
class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 5 . Things are pretty disorganized
in this class
.
SA AGREE DISAGREE ^ SD 6 . Students often work together
and help each other in this
class .
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 7 . Most of the people in this
class are not very interested
in i t
.
SA AGREE
4
DISAGREE SD 8 . We've had a chance to actually
do things, not just talk, in
this class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 9 . If I could, I v.'ould have
dropped this class.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 10 . It was always clear where this
class was meeting.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 11. The teacher knows his subject
well
.
SA AGREE DISAGREE SD 12. If there was something about
the class I didn't like I
Still don't think I could have
told the teacher about it
.
NEVER A FEV/ TIMES OFTEN The teacher was absent from class.
NEVER A FEW TIMES OFTEN The teacher was late to class.
OTHER COMMENTS: (Use separate sheet)
SHANTI^ SCHOOL
STUDENT EVALUATION
TIILE OF COURSE DATES OF COURSE TEACHER STU DENT
It v'Jhat: were the goals of the course? (To be filled out orior to
taking the course)
A. Revisions of goals (please date r<evisions
]
2. To 1what extent were the goals achieve d?
3. What skills do you feel were basic to the cou:
4. How well has the studen t mastered the se basic
5 . In what areas has the s t udent ' s work improved
of the course?
6. How would you describe the student ’
s
ability
7. How would you de scribe the student's ability ‘
8. The student '
s
at tendanc:e was Regul.ar F a
(If att endan ce was affe:cted by illnes s or a s
explain
,
)
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: (Use back if necessary)
BASED ON THE EVALUATION WHICH WAS ARRIVED AT IN AN
CONFERENCE, INVOLVING BOTH THE TEACHER AND STUDENT
SHOULD RECEIVE:
'( ) CREDITS AWARDED ( )
( ) NO CREDITS
INDIVIDUAL
THE STUDENT
incomplete work
COOPERATING TEACHER shanti'^Ttaff contact student
AREA points
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SHAHTI SCHOOL
CYCLE II CATALOGUE
1971
THE FOLLOWING COURSES GENERALLY FALL INTO THE SECOND
OPERATIVE CYCLE, NOVE’tBER, 1971 - JANUARY, 1972 .
THEY ARE LISTED ACCORDING TO THE FIVE SUBJECT AREAS
ADOPTED BY THE SCHOOL.
Full Tim e St af f ( Sec on d Cycle)
Ge ne Mul cahy Pri nc i pa 1
Ei lee n T oome y :, S e ere ta ry
Ni ck Duk e
,
Social St ud ies
Jo e N ovo tny , Bus i ne s s
Gr egg Si nner Sci enc e
Po iiy Ni else n ,, Tr ini ty College
Li nda Tu bach 9 Ant ioc h College
THE COMMUNICATING SELF
1/ i
CONTRACT READING By Arrangement Dr. Geeter (1-3 Credits) Arr
.
GERMAN M6T 2:00-4:00 Herr SFrau Rudin (4) ’*tg. House
HESSE NOVELS M&W&F 12:00-1:00 Ken R
.
(3) Wooden Ships
ORAL INTERPRETATION M6F 11:00-1:00 Skip (4) Shanti^
THE PUBLIC SELF MOW 10:00-12:00 Gene (4) Shant (.
RADIO BROADCASTING T 10:00-11:00
3:00-4:00
Dick D. (2-4) WKSS
READING: SPEED By Arrmt. Joe C
.
(2-4) Shant ^
READING:
DEVELOPMENTAL
By Arrmt
.
Marsha (2-4) Shanti^
SPANISH I T£Th 10:00-12:00 N ick (4)
Shanti
SPANISH I
(TUTORIAL
)
M 9:00-11:00 Nick (2) Shanti
SPANISH II
SPANISH III
VJ6F 9:30-11:00
M£W£F 8-9
Nick (4) Shanti
Mr. Corcoran (3) Shanti
T.V. PRODUCTION T 6:00-11:30 Dick
(4) Channel 24
credit may be negotiated for: FILM MAKING
(M
THEATER HISTORY (The World Out There).
e
,
The Creator )
,
THE WORLD OUT THERE
AMERICAN HISTORY MSW 2:00-4:00
T6Th 9:00-11:00
F 11:00-1:00
Polly (4) Shant
ancient history By Arrmt.
J ITS W 3:00-11:00
Dr. Schwartz
relationship to man
r. MfW£F 9*00-11:00 Margaret (4)CHILD CARE
y.uo
MCTh 10 : 00 - 10 : 30 Steve
(4)
field trips
Shant 1
(2) Shanti
Shanti
Arrmt
.
COMPARING religions Th 1:30-3:00
Raleigh (3-4) Seminary
THE VJORLD OUT THERE
ECONOMIC SURVEY TSTh 10:00-12:00 Joe (3)
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Shant 1
FRENCH REVOLUTION By Arrmt. Polly (4) Shanti
H - GROUPS (See Below)
LABOR HISTORY Th 4:00-6:00 Laddie (4) Shant/
LATIN AMERICAN
HISTORY
M 1:00-4:00 Nick (4) Shanti
LAW WITH ACLU WGTh 5:00-6:00 J. Zion (3-4) Main Street
OCCULT STUDIES M 6 : 30-8 :30 Mike (2) Shant/
PRISON REFORM Th 9:00-11:00 J. Bouchard (2) His Office
PSYCHOLOGY By Arrmt. Dr. Taylor (2-4) His Office
REVOLUTIONARY
THOUGHT & PROCESS
TGThGF 1:00-3 :00 Linda (4) Shant/
THEATER HISTORY By Arrmt. Polly (4) Shant/
TIMES JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP
By Arrmt
.
Don Noel (1-5) Htfd. TIMES
URBAN HOUSING By Arrmt. See Nick (1-5) Everyv^here
WOMEN'S LIBERATION TGTh 3:30-5:00 Linda (4) Shant/
WORLD GEOGRAPHY M 10:00-12:00 Polly (-1-4) Shant/
WORLD WAR II W 9:00-11:00 Denny (2-4) Shant/
Credit may also be negotiated for: CONTRACT READING (The Com-
municating Self).
HOME GROUPS
H-Groups meet at least weekly for two hours. Each student belongs
to a group under staff leadership. The H-Group is a belonging group.
Groups meet at Shanti.
TIME LEADER
-
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
2:00-4:00
2 : 00-4 : 00
2 : 00-4 : 00
9 ; 00-11 : 00
9 : 00 - 11 : 00
Linda
Gregg
Nick
Gene
Joe
BODY WONDERFUL
,
SOUL COMPLETE
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BACKPACKING By Arrtnt
.
Leona (1-4) The Wilderness
BASKETBALL By Arrmt. Subby (1-4 ) The Court
BICYCLING By Arrnt Kevin (1-4) The Road
GYM By Arrmt Eileen
f
(1-4) Trinity
SAILING By Arrmt David (1-4) The Sea 6
Lake
SKIING By Arrmt Jeff (1-4) The Slope
STREET SPORTS By Arrmt. Patty (1-4) The School
Yard
THE PHYSICAL WORLD
ALGEBRA I TSTh 8:,45-10:00 Joe (4)
' /
Shant
i
ALGEBRA II T6Th 11:30-1:30 Gregg (4) S h a n 1
BOTANY MSW6F 9:00-11:00 Bill Selig (4) Shant i"
CHEMISTRY METhSF 10:30-12:00 Gregg (4) Shant
CHEMISTRY LAB T 8:30-11:00 Gregg (2) Un, of Htfd.
ECOLOGY HNDBK. Th 9:00-11:00 Gregg (1-4) Shant
FERMENTATION W 9:00-11:00 Gregg (1-4) Shant i"
GEOMETRY M8W&F 11:00-12:15 Art (2-4) Shant i"
MICRO/GENETICS M 9:00-11:00 Sue (2-4) Shant
ME, THE CRAFTSMAN
AUTO MECHANICS M-F 8:15-10:00 See Joe (1-6) Texaco Sta.
PERSONAL AUTO
MECHANICS
W 11:00-1:00 Carl (1-4) Shant 1
*
FASHION DESIGN M 12:00-2:00 Barbara H. (1-4) Shant i"
STENOGRAPHY M-F See Joe (1-6) Public School
ME, THE CRAFTSMAN
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TYPING M-F See Joe (1-6) Public Schools
PERSONAL TYPING MSWSF 8:00-10:00 Eileen (1-4) Shant
Credit may also be negotiated for: RADIO BROADCASTING (The Com-
municating Self). FILM MAKING (Me, The Creator), LEATHERCRAFT
(Me, The Creator), and INTERNATIONAL COOKING (Me, The Creator).
ME, THE CREATOR
ART MST 3:30-5:00 Lene (1-4) Shant
ART AT U. OF H. By Arrmt. Art School (1-6) Htfd. Art
School
CREATIVE THEATER
GROUP
M 4:00-6:00 Ms. Lewis (2) Htfd. Stage Co.
\
FILM MAKING \J 12:00-5:00 Richard (1-8) Shant 1
FLUTE By Arrmt
.
Bob B
.
(1-6) Shan
t
1
INTERNATIONAL
COOKING
T 3:30-6:00 Gail L. (1-4) Her Kitchen
.LEATHERCRAFT T6Th 8:00-10:00 Flea (3) The Fence
LEATHERCRAFT By Arrmt Sandal Shop (1-3) Sandal Shop
macrame'^ M6V7 11:00-12:00 Leona (2-4) Shant i"
MUSIC THEORY I M6Th 3:30-5:00 Bob B
.
(4) Shant 1
MUSIC M 3 : 30-5 : 30 Jim
" (2-4) - Shanti
PIANO By Arrmt. Barbara (1-6) By Arrmt
.
POTTERY F 1:00-4:00 Leslie (1-4) The Kiln
SKETCHING W 1 :00-5 : 00
Th 6:00-9:00
Robin G. (3) Studio
Credit may also be negotiated for
ting Self), THEATER HISTORY (The
: CONTRACT
V/orld Out
READING
There ) ,
(The Communica
and SPECIAL
PROJECTS
Credit may be assigned by the Student Renovation Committee.


